


Lee Man Fong 
Offering, Bali, 1952
Watercolour on paper 
/ Verso Sketch of a Woman
54 x 41 cm 
RM 10,000 - RM 18,000

Lee Man Fong Untitled (Amsterdam), 1948
Oil on paper laid masonite board 69 x 41 cm RM 20,000 - RM 30,000

Lee Man Fong Rojak Seller  
Oil on board  103 x 51 cm RM 200,000 - RM 350,000

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
SUNDAY, 24 NOVEMBER 2019 

AUCTION VENUE: KLAS @ JALAN UTARA
Lee Man Fong Untitled (Bali), Circa 1952
Watercolour on paper laid on masonite board 43.5 x 50 cm 
RM 15,000 - RM 25,000

Cheong Soo Pieng Fishing Village, 1961
Chinese ink and watercolour on paper 93 x 45 cm RM 50,000 - RM 120,000

Ong Kim Seng Heart of Kathmandu, 1994
Acrylic on canvas 130 x 180 cm RM 90,000 - RM 150,000

Khalil Ibrahim Graceful Manners I, 1994
Acrylic on canvas 96.5 x 122 cm RM 60,000 - RM 100,000

Eddie Hara Java, 1995
Acrylic on canvas 71 x 90 cm RM 7,000 - RM 10,000

Yusof Ghani Siri Tari 14/91, 1991
Mixed media on canvas 122 x 122 cm RM 80,000 - RM 150,000

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
NIK +60192609668 SHAMILA +60193337668 INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY

WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY   31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR
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Nov 1-3
2019 ️ Shell Malaysia 
Motorcycle Grand Prix

The Shell Malaysia Motorcycle 
Grand Prix 2019 returns on 

Nov 1 to 3, as the penultimate 
race in the MotoGP calendar.

 
The race weekend will be 

bigger and better with more 
exciting action and activities 
to attract fans this year. Fans 
will witness history as the first 
Malaysian team debuts in all 
3 categories of MotoGP this 
season with the PETRONAS 

Yamaha Sepang Racing Team 
in MotoGP and Petronas 

Sprinta Racing Team in both 
Moto2 and Moto3. South-East 
Asian rider Hafizh Syahrin will 
continue racing in the MotoGP 
category, while Khairul Idham 
Pawi moves to the new Moto2 

team under PETRONAS Sprinta 
Racing Team.

With the event’s continuous sell 
out in recent years and crowd 

numbers breaking records year 
after year with the highest at 

169,827 attending in 2018, the 
Malaysia MotoGP looks set to 

be another hit in 2019.

Tickets: RM44 to RM330
Venue: Sepang International 

Circuit

Nov 2
MaRLo Altitude 2019

Altitude is a showcase of the 
full spectrum of the MaRLo 
sound in an extended set 

that also includes a rare tech 
energy set. MaRLo reserves 
his Tech Energy sets only for 

Altitude shows and one or two 
special shows globally. For 

the first time, Altitude carries 
a theme, “The Power Within”.  
MaRLo said: “After a really 

tough few months, I have had 
to dig deeper within myself to 

find The Power Within.”

Tickets: RM120 to RM180
Venue: KL Live at Life Centre

What’s Happening in November

Nov 6 to 10
Rocking Broadway – Through the Annals  

of Rock Musicals

Rocking Broadway charts the choppy world of rock musicals on 
Broadway and in West End. Since Rock ‘n’ Roll music appeared on 
the musical stage some 50 years into Broadway existence, the genre 

has a rather love-hate relationship with the musical stage.
This docu-tainment show features some of the best-loved songs 

from rock ‘n’ roll musical hits, from the success of Hair, Jesus Christ 
Superstar, Grease and Rent to Hedwig, Tick Tick … Boom, We Will 
Rock You, Spring Awakening, and Rock Of Ages and right through 
to the recent musical hits like Memphis, American Idiot, Dear Evan 
Hansen and the family all-time favourite School Of Rock. Rocking 

Broadway tracks the ‘uncharted’ exhilarating route of the rock sound 
onto the musical stage.

Tickets: RM56 to RM285
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala Lumpur  

Performing Arts Centre (klpac) Nov 7-10 
David Glass’s Tempest

Following its successful premiere at penangpac and klpac, David 
Glass’s Tempest brings its magic to DPAC. David Glass--one of the 
founders and initiators of the Physical/Visual, Devised and Applied 
Theatre movement - turns Shakespeare’s The Tempest into a visual, 
physical and musical celebration. He transforms the key characters, 
settings and themes in the original play into his own unique version 
that highlights some contemporary issues such as global warming 

and self-identity. Meanwhile, the themes and ideas of hope, creativity, 
knowledge, love, wisdom and redemption in Shakespeare’s version 

continue to resonate.

Set in the last days of humanity, this production tells the story of 
Prospero, an alchemist and shaman who holds the world’s knowledge 

in his beloved books. He has an adolescent daughter Miranda 
whom he protects and shelters. She lives an idyllic life believing that 
her father and the island creatures, Caliban and Ariel, are the only 
inhabitants of the destroyed Earth. Until she encounters other human 
beings. These coincidentally are Prospero’s usurpers on their way to 

harness power to consolidate their position in a dying world. 

The cast comprises veteran actors Lim Soon Heng, Seng Soo Ming, 
Lim Kien Lee and Foo Chi Wei, and new but talented actors Nikki 

Basharudin, Teoh Jun Vinh and Zul Zamir. 

Ticket: RM45
Venue: Black Box, DPAC

Nov 14-16
MACC MANIA X: The 

Goodbye Tour

Malaysia’s favourite comedic 
quartet, the Malaysian 
Association of Chinese 

Comedians celebrates its 10th 
Year Anniversary. With their 
longest and biggest tour in 

history, they will be bringing 
laughter to all of Malaysia, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and 
Australia. With 100% new 

jokes, the awesome foursome 
brings their A-Game and will 
perform one last time together 

before pursuing their solo 
careers. This is THE comedy 

event of the year.

Tickets: RM80 to RM120
Venue: HGH Convention 

Centre, Kuala Lumpur

Nov 14
Why Don’t We 8 

Letters Tour

Breakout pop group Why Don’t 
We is bringing their new 8 

Letters Tour to Kuala Lumpur for 
the very first time, performing 
at Plenary Hall, KL Convention 

Centre on Nov14, 2019 
(Thursday).

It has amassed more than 1 
billion global audio streams, 4 
million Instagram followers and 
total YouTube views exceeding 

450 million with over 2.8 million 
subscribers in under 3 years, 

Why Don’t We has become one 
of pop music’s biggest breakout 

stories.

Tickets: RM188 to RM288
Venue: Plenary Hall, Kuala 
Lumpur Convention Centre

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY  T: +603 7932 0668  FREE ADMISSION

FOR MORE INFO VISIT
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY  31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY

KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE
KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary 
artworks from Malaysia and around the region.  Through its gallery, KLAS intends to 
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will 
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors, 
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of 
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks 
during every auction.

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)

OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)  

CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR
ILHAM is a public art gallery committed 
to supporting the development, 
understanding and enjoyment of  
Malaysian modern and contemporary art 
within a regional and global context.

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

Nov 16 and 17
Embrace The 20th 

Anniversary

To celebrate its 20th anniversary, 
Dua Space Dance Theatre 

Academy has collaborated with 
Pink Ballet Studio, Cabriole 
Ballet Music Academy and 

Artventures Studio to organise 
a special production to express 

appreciation to the parents, 
students and teachers for their 
support and assistance. The 
production consists of Dance 
Challenge that aims to reveal 
new talents who undergo a 

special training programme, as 
well as Dance Celebration that 
encourages students to express 
themselves through dance and 

movement.

Tickets: RM 50 to RM68
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala 

Lumpur Performing Arts Centre, 
(klpac)

Nov 16 and 17
Box of Delights: The Actors Studio Academy  

@ klpac 2019 Graduation Showcase

After a fun-filled year of learning and growing, the students from 
The Actors Studio Academy @ klpac are gearing up for their year-

end graduation showcase.

Some 150 students aged 7 to 17 will be taking to the stage under 
the guidance of their facilitators Mark Beau de Silva, Zhafir 

Muzani, Phraveen Arikiah, Axyr Hanz William, Gregory Sze, 
Faliiq Amin and Oxford Tong.

Come and enjoy a collection of short stories and performances 
accompanied with music and movements lovingly put together by 
the students and their facilitators to show all that they have learnt 

this year.

Executive Producer: Datuk Dr. Faridah Merican
Artistic Director: Joe Hasham OAM

TAS Academy @ klpac Facilitators: Mark Beau de Silva, Zhafir 
Muzani, Phraveen Arikiah, Axyr Hanz William, Gregory Sze, 

Faliiq Amin and Oxford Tong.
Production Manager: Naomi Lim

Ticket: RM40
Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala Lumpur  

Performing Arts Centre (klpac)

Nov 21 to 24
Die Zauberflöte (The 

Magic Flute)

Die Zauberflöte (The Magic 
Flute) is an opera in two acts 
by Wolfgang Amadeus to a 
German libretto by Emanuel 
Schikaneder. The work was 

premiered on Sept 30, 1791 
at Freihaus-Theater auf der 
Wieden in Vienna, just two 

months before the composer’s 
premature death.

The Magic Flute tells the 
story of Tamino, a prince 

who must undergo a series 
of tests, accompanied by 
his sidekick Papageno, in 

order to marry the princess 
Pamina. Alongside the 
priest Sarastro, Tamino, 

Papageno and Pamina battle 
Pamina’s mother, the evil 

and mysterious Queen of the 
Night.

Tickets: RM96 to RM168
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala 

Lumpur Performing Arts 
Centre (klpac)

Nov 23
Konsert M. Nasir Satu 

Hikayat: 40 Tahun 
Perjalanan

Singaporean-Malaysian singer 
Datuk M. Nasir is celebrating 

his 40th year in the local music 
industry this year.

As a special gift to his beloved 
fans, the 62-year-old singer-
songwriter is set to perform 

at a large-scale concert, 
entitled “Konsert M. Nasir Satu 
Hikayat: 40 Tahun Perjalanan”.

Tickets: RM155 to RM855
Venue: Plenary Hall, Kuala 
Lumpur Convention Centre

Nov 21 to 24
Don’t Let Joe & Faridah Know

From the same team that created the #dontlethimknow short play 
series: Don’t Let Shakespeare Know (2016), Don’t Let Children 

Know (2017), Don’t Let Writer Know (2018) and Don’t Let Usman 
Awang Know (July 2019) come another exciting instalment slated 

for November 2019. The Actors Studio Seni Teater Rakyat & MUKA 
Space present “Don’t Let Joe & Faridah Know” which will feature 
a variety of short performances inspired and related to The Actors 
Studio Malaysia and founders, Joe Hasham OAM and Datuk Dr. 

Faridah Merican in conjunction with the 30th anniversary celebration 
of The Actors Studio Malaysia. Expect the unexpected as the creators 

each present their own take on The Actors Studio productions but 
with a twist.

 Ticket: RM60
Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala Lumpur  

Performing Arts Centre (klpac)

Nov 15 to 23
Raja Muda Selangor 
International Regatta

The Raja Muda Selangor 
International Regatta is a 

challenging annual sailing event 
organised by the Royal Selangor 
Yacht Club in collaboration with 
the Royal Ocean Racing Club. It 
consists of 3 overnight passage 
races, 260 miles in total, plus 
three days of harbour racing 
around the tropical islands of 

Penang and Langkawi.

The regatta attracts a large 
variety of yachts, from top 

IRC racers to classic cruisers 
dating back to more than 100 
years. With regatta dinners 
throughout the week and a 
Rickshaw Race in Penang, 

there are lots of opportunities 
to socialise. Meanwhile, the 
regatta participants have to 

cope with unpredictable weather 
and changing tactics during 

the 9-day mix of races past the 
tropical islands of the Melaka 

Straits.

Venue: Port Klang - Pangkor - 
Penang - Langkawi

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



MUST VISIT MUSEUM

Nov 30
2019 Lee Seung Gi Asia Fan Meeting 

 <Vagabond Voyage> in Kuala Lumpur

Meet “Triple Crown” artiste, Lee Seung Gi in his latest fan-meeting 
tour “2019 LEE SEUNG GI ASIA FANMEETING (VAGABOND 

VOYAGE) in KUALA LUMPUR” on Nov 30 7pm at Menara PGRM, 
Star Convention Centre.

Inspired by Lee Seung Gi’s latest Korean drama, “Vagabond”, 
this fan meet will be a night of getting up close and personal with 

the artiste as he shares about his experiences. Ariens and fans 
will enjoy this memorable night with Lee Seung Gi showcasing his 

singing and acting talent.

Tickets: RM298 to RM598
Venue: Menara PGRM, Star Convention Centre, Cheras

SASANA KIJANG  GALLERY

BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of 
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and 
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central 
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as 
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia 
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from 
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for 
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent 
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s 
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN, 
50480 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)

OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

Nov 27 to Dec 1
Fa Abdul’s Tales from Malaysia Baru

Tales from Malaysia Baru is a two-hour play set in an old Chinese 
house in the heart of George Town. It tells the colourful story of Aunty 
Kang, a 65-year-old tailor and her nosy, ‘Malay’ neighbour, Kak Kiah 
who dwells on what’s not right in Malaysia one fine hazy afternoon. 
They are soon joined by Aunty Kang’s son, Ah Boon, and Nathan, a 

fellow neighbour.

This remake of Big Nose Productions’ 2013 blockbuster, ‘In a 
Nutty Shell’ digs deeper into the dynamics and complex layers of 

relationships among and between Bolehland’s race-based citizenry in 
the context of a new political climate. The script is strategically timed 

to reflect Malaysians’ current ‘wait-and-see’ approach to judging 
the new government and its policies, while also taking aim at the 

reluctance of many Malaysians to see this as a time for change within 
of own mindsets.

Idiosyncrasy and idiocy take turns to show themselves in the energetic 
banter of the lead characters. Aloyah Bakar, Sharmila Kana, Lawrence 
Chin and Ivan Alexander Francis Gabriel headline this production – a 

cast of home-grown local theatre favourites.

Ticket: RM45
Venue: Stage 2, Performing Arts Centre of Penang (penangpac)

Nov 24
Penang Bridge 

International Marathon

The run is organised by 
the Penang State Tourism 

Development office and fully 
supported by the Penang 

state government. The Penang 
Bridge International Marathon 
(PBIM) has been an anticipated 

run in Malaysia since its 
inception in 1986. The run is 
held annually on the Penang 

Bridge, the iconic bridge 
that connects Penang Island 
to mainland Penang. This 

marathon is the largest mass-
participation sporting event 
in Penang, bringing tens of 

thousands of runners out onto 
the streets.

Venue: Penang Bridge

Nov 28 to Dec 9
International Rainforest 
Challenge Grand Final 

2019

The route for the International 
Rainforest Challenge Grand 
Final 2019: Starting in Kota 

Bahru, then on to Tumpat, Pasir 
Puteh, Ulu Sat, Bukit Bakar, 
Kuala Krai, Lalok, Sungai 
Rek, and ending ainGua 

Musang. Participation from 
over 30 nations. 2019 will be 
the Special 23rd edition for 

the toughest and bravest men 
and women with their mean 
machines against the odds. 
Open for spectators, racing 

teams and media.

Venue: Kota Bahru, Kelantan

Nov 24
Yoshimoto Shinkigeki Live  

Performance Kuala Lumpur

Kawabata is a staff and Suchiiko is a part-time worker at a long 
established Takoyaki place. The sales are dropping these days since 
the new fashionable Takoyaki store opened right across the street.

Kawabata thinks the owner (who is father) is still holding on 
to the old Takoyaki style should make changes to it. One day, 

his girlfriend came to his place, and even she ended up getting 
together with the manager of the new Takoyaki store. Well, it just 

came to their knowledge that the new store may have been mixing 
love potion in their flour and Suchiiko is checking if it’s true or not.
One day, the police came to their store to investigate the increased 

number of cases abusing love potion. Then the police found 
the flour Suchiiko stole from the new store across the street 

and the owner got arrested. Kawabata and Suchiiko found out 
from the reporter chasing the case that the love potion and the 
manufacturing process is held in the house of the new Takoyaki 

store owner.

Kawabata and Suchiiko are heading to this house together to 
prove his father’s innocence. Can Kawabata and Suchiiko find the 

evidence and prove the owner had nothing to do with all this?

Ticket: RM200
Venue: The Platform, Menara Ken, TTDI

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



ABOMINABLE
NOV 7

When teenage Yi (Chloe Bennet, Marvel’s Agents of 
S.H.I.E.L.D.) encounters a young Yeti on the roof of her 
apartment building in Shanghai, she and her mischievous 
friends, Jin (Tenzing Norgay Trainor) and Peng (Albert Tsai), 
name him “Everest” and embark on an epic quest to reunite 
the magical creature with his family at the highest point on 
Earth. But the trio of friends will have to stay one-step ahead 
of Burnish (Eddie Izzard), a wealthy man intent on capturing 
a Yeti, and zoologist Dr. Zara (Sarah Paulson) to help Everest 
get home.

Genre: Adventure / Animation / Comedy
Cast: Chloe Bennet, Tenzing Norgay Trainor, Albert Tsai, 
Eddie Izzard, Sarah Paulson, Tsai Chin.

CHARLIE’S ANGELS
NOV 7

Elizabeth Banks directs the next generation of Angels - Kristen 
Stewart, Naomi Scott, and Ella Balinska - working for the 
mysterious Charles Townsend. Charlie’s Angels have always 
provided security and investigative skills to private clients, 
and now the Townsend Agency has expanded internationally, 
with smartest, most fearless, most highly trained women all 
over the globe - multiple teams of Angels guided by multiple 
Bosleys taking on the toughest jobs across the world. When 
a young systems engineer blows the whistle on a dangerous 
technology, these Angels are called into action, putting their 
lives on the line to protect us all.

Genre: Action / Comedy
Cast: Naomi Scott, Noah Centineo, Kristen Stewart, Ella 
Balinska, Elizabeth Banks, Djimon Hounsou, Sam Claflin, 
Patrick Stewart.

MUST-WATCH MOVIES of the month

LAST CHRISTMAS
NOV 14

Kate (Clarke) harumphs around London, a bundle of 
bad decisions accompanied by the jangle of bells on 
her shoes, another irritating consequence from her job 
as an elf in a year-round Christmas shop. Tom (Golding) 
seems too good to be true when he walks into her life 
and starts to see through so many of Kate’s barriers. As 
London transforms into the most wonderful time of the 
year, nothing should work for these two. But sometimes, 
you gotta let the snow fall where it may, you gotta listen to 
your heart . . . and you gotta have faith.

Genre: Comedy / Romance
Cast: Emilia Clarke, Henry Golding, Michelle Yeoh, Emma 
Thompson.

THE GOOD LIAR
NOV 14

Career con man Roy (Ian McKellen) sets his sights on 
his latest mark: recently widowed Betty (Helen Mirren), 
worth millions. And he means to take it all. But as the 
two draw closer, what should have been another simple 
swindle takes on the ultimate stakes. Legendary actors 
Mirren and McKellen star together on screen for the first 
time in this suspenseful drama about the secrets people 
keep and the lies they live.

Genre: Thriller
Cast: Ian McKellen, Helen Mirren, Russell Tovey.
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A well-known actress, TV host, 
businesswoman, emcee, and fitness 
advocate, Yasmin Hani says c’est la vie to 
life, and lives up every moment with her 
husband and two children. She shares with 
us about how to have balance in life, how to 
be fit in both the abs and the abs of the mind 
(happiness), and being her best self. 

YASMIN HANI

WORDS BY SARA YEOH 
PHOTOGRAPHER: BARATHAN AMUTHAN  
@ FRAMESBYBARATHANAMUTHAN 
HAIRSTYLIST: DEREK TAN @ ANAGEN 
MAKE-UP: HARSHINI @ HADHI.CO
VENUE: ALILA BANGSAR
WARDROBE: AZLIE, HEAD PERSONAL SHOPPER /  
STYLE CONSULTANT, ROBINSONS KUALA LUMPUR

Bold, Bubbly and Beautiful 
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IT IS CERTAINLY NO EASY FIT TO JUGGLE BETWEEN 
BEING A MUM, BUSINESSWOMAN AND ACTRESS, 
WHILE STAYING FIT AND BEAUTIFUL. CAN YOU TELL US 
HOW DO YOU FIND TIME FOR YOURSELF DESPITE ALL 
THE ROLES THAT YOU HAVE TO TAKE ON?
I believe any mum or woman does what she can. 
Just like single ladies trying to fit countless jobs, 
chasing deadlines and catching up with friends into 
their schedule – the same goes to us mums. If you’re 
used to it, that’s when you add on more roles and 
responsibilities to your life – otherwise, you’d cut off 
there. So, I guess, when you get married, that’s when 
you start doing some household chores, and when 
you get pregnant, you prep yourself to manage all the 
responsibilities that come with it. So, finding time for 
myself such as working out is basically out of whether 
it is necessary or not for me. If you think working out is 
a necessity, just like eating and sleeping, you will make 
time for it. In short, it is just priorities. 

YOU ARE OBVIOUSLY AN INSPIRATION WHEN IT 
COMES TO FITNESS AND WELLNESS. EVEN YOUR 
BUSINESSES ARE CENTRED ON THESE (SWEETCUTS, 
FITJAB & HIPPOPO BABY SPA). DO SHARE WITH US 
YOUR FITNESS ROUTINE. 
Minimum 3 times a week – and I like to stick to that 
minimum (laughs).  My husband, being the bigger 
fitness buff between us, loves it when I do that, because 
sometimes I find excuses not to. My usual workout is 
a mixture of boxing, gym, weights, classes or yoga 
– anything goes, actually. I recently picked up my 
husband’s hobby, cycling, as well. More like, he made 
me do it, really. But I’m in love with cycling ever since! 
It totally goes against what I know about cycling. After 
weeks of cycling on my road bike, it has corrected my 
body figure and posture, though the downside is bad 
shoulder aches and muscle cramps after most sessions. 
I never knew I could cycle for 68 kilometres and around 
town – but I love it! Having recently went through a 
beautiful cycling experience in Perth, I also can’t wait to 
travel to Ulu Langat to have another cycling experience, 

as people who have been there have claim that it has 
one of the most magnificent views in the morning. 

HOW DID YOU GET INTO FITNESS? WAS IT FROM 
YOUNG? 
Yes, I am very active since young and it’s pretty much 
implanted in me by my family. All of us loved to be 
active. At one point during my chilhood, I would prefer 
to run to the shop to do chores for my mum and I’d ask 
her to time me. Playing baseball was also one of my 
childhood hobbies. 

I SEE ON YOUR INSTAGRAM THAT YOU DO LIKE A BIT 
OF TRAVELLING. DO YOU HAVE SPOTS FOR FITNESS OR 
WELLNESS GETAWAYS? HOW ARE YOUR ESCAPES LIKE? 
Rather than choosing a destination to go to for these 
purposes, we just incorporate our fitness routine in 
wherever we go. Before travelling to anywhere in the 
world, my husband will always ensure that there are 
gym facilities for us to do our usual workouts. Unlike 
my husband, I’m more of an outdoor person, I like to 
run outdoor, camp in the forest or picnic on the field to 
enjoy the beauty of mother nature because I don’t have 
the opportunity to experience such sceneries back here 
in busy KL. I’m pretty much a very outdoorsy person, 
so I enjoy places where I can go kayaking, camping, 
diving, and all sorts of active things. 

WHAT IS THE CRAZIEST THING YOU’VE DONE IN THE 
NAME OF WELLNESS? 
I did cryotherapy, where I had to immerse my body 
into a -98 degree Celsius cylinder wearing only 
undergarments. I thought it was going to be crazy. You 
will get frostbite from the treatment but all you need 
to do is just rub it off your body fast. After the three 
minutes treatment, I could see ice on the cylinder, which 
was basically what happened to my body. Though it 
was hard for me to notice the benefits as I wasn’t in 
any sort of pain, it made a great difference for my 
husband, who suffered from a torn hamstring recently.   
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WHAT IS YOUR BEAUTY SECRET TO STAYING YOUNG? 
I honestly don’t know! I got it from my mama, I 
guess. But it is probably my husband who plays the 
biggest role again, as he is the one who does facials 
religiously and has extensive beauty routines – and 
he’d make me do the same as well. Otherwise, I 
prefer to take supplements for a natural glow from 
within, rather than only externally caring for my skin – 
vitamins, probiotics, fish oil, placenta – you name it. 

WHAT YOU EAT IS OBVIOUSLY AS IMPORTANT FOR 
YOUR BODY AS WHAT YOU DO WITH IT. CAN YOU 
SHARE WHAT IS YOUR DIET LIKE? DO YOU COOK? IF 
SO, WHAT DO YOU MAKE AT HOME?
Yes, we do. We only cook brown rice, red rice and 
mixed grains at home. When it comes to times when 
I feel like eating white rice, I’ll choose to go with 
Basmati as it’s good for digestion. We have changed 
our cooking oil to coconut oil, as it is better for health. 
My family is pescatarian, so mostly fish, seafood and 
eggs as our main protein, and we’re vegetarian most 
of the time too. 

YOUR BEAUTY JUST SEEMS TO RADIATE FROM 
WITHIN. DO YOU DO ANYTHING FOR YOUR MENTAL 
HEALTH OR MINDSET?
I just try to be happy and inject fun in everything I 
do. My late dad played a big part in my life, being 
the fun person he was, and that gave me the best 
childhood anyone could ever ask for. So, I think it has 
been injected in me to just be happy and have fun. 
Laughing is also the best therapy to keep you happy 
from a bad day. Hence, I laugh a lot. I also try to 
meditate with different types of essential oils, which 
keeps me sane. 

HOW HAS HAVING CHILDREN CHANGED YOU? 
I never knew my life was gonna be like this after 
having kids. After getting married, my husband and 
I were living like we’re still single – having our first 
meal at 1pm and the sorts. Now we make sure that 
breakfast is always served at 8am, and dinner has 

to be around 7pm. And that is just a small part of 
the change we’ve experienced. Having children 
completely changes your lifestyle and your whole 
timetable revolves around them. We have to also be 
more responsible of our lives for our children now, 
like working out for longevity, so we can be with 
them for longer. My husband is 50 years old, and 
our eldest is 6 years old. So, he’d still like to run and 
play with the kids when they are at their peak. For 
me, having kids keep us in check, and they give us a 
purpose in life. They are my external “heart” drive.  

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR WORKING 
MOTHERS WHO’D LOVE TO HAVE AN ACTIVE 
LIFESTYLE, BUT JUST COULDN’T FIND THE TIME AND 
ENERGY FOR IT? 
Nobody has 25 hours a day. Set your priorities 
right, sit down, plan it, and do it. Again, it is all 
about priorities. In my case, I hire a personal trainer 
that comes to the house. Think about what brings 
you joy, or excites you everyday. There is so much 
you could do, like squeezing in workout videos 
from YouTube at home, so you still have your family 
bonding time. 

FINALLY, CAN YOU TELL US WHAT ARE YOUR 
ASPIRATIONS FOR YOUR CAREER, FAMILY AND 
PERSONAL GROWTH? 
I am a very relaxed person. I used to want to be like 
Oprah Winfrey – well, still do – and touch the lives 
of as many people as I can and make an impact on 
their lives, or at least inspire or empower women, 
children, families, or people out there. I grab any 
opportunity I can to do that. I also want to be the 
best parent to my children, or the best host I can be, 
or just, the best me. Maybe I cannot be like her, but 
I want to be the best me. I don’t want to put a goal 
for me that is hard to achieve and end up beating 
myself up for it. I just want to be happy with what 
I have right now, and be grateful, and lower my 
expectations so that wherever I go, or whatever I do, 
I’m happy. That’s what I want. 
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INTERESTING PODCASTS

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

For the Curious Cats
These days, you can find practically anyone – journalists, celebrities, 

academics and others who own a mixing desk and a microphone with their 
own show. To guide you through the podcast world, we list podcasts for you 

curious cats to listen to.

1. THE TIP OFF
Topic: Behind the scenes of great investigative 
journalism
Duration: 30 minutes
The Tip Off asks journalists to explain how they 
got the leads for their biggest stories. This weekly 
podcast gives a satisfyingly dramatic look at the 
detective work behind journalism. There were car 
chases, slammed doors, terrorist cells, meetings 
in dimly lit bars and close shaves with despotic 
regimes. However, while all of these are worth a 
listen, what you really stay for is the episode on the 
Panama Papers. Hosted by investigative journalist 
Maeve McClenaghan, she asks the journalists who 
led the investigation how they managed to keep the 
biggest data leak in history a secret for so long.

2. THE HABITAT
Topic: The incredible story of a NASA experiment 
testing what life on Mars would be like
Duration: 30 minutes per episode, 210 minutes total
In January 2017, Nasa placed six people inside 
a dome at the base of the summit of a Hawaiian 
volcano. And then the space agency left them there. 
For an entire year. The Habitat follows six imitation 
astronauts taking part in an experiment designed to 
test how real astronauts would survive in cramped 
quarters during a long and lonely mission to Mars. 
The result is a striking documentary series that’s 
part Big Brother and part The Martian, told through 
interviews and audio diaries.

3. HOW I BUILT THIS
Topic: Founders explaining how their companies 
became a success
Duration: 45 to 60 minutes
NPR’s How I built this tells the story of successful 
companies in the words of their creators. Host Guy 
Raz speaks to a different entrepreneur in each 
episode, and has them recount how they built their 
business. The real draw for listeners is the calibre 
of guests that the show manages to attract. Past 
episodes have featured the brains behind prominent 
startups including Instagram and Airbnb, but also 
more mainstream business leaders such as the 
executive chairman of Starbucks and the founders 
of Ben & Jerry’s. It’s an intimate insight into the 

history of well-known brands, and great inspiration 
if you’re looking to get your own business idea off 
the ground.

4. CTRL ALT DEL
Topic: Interviews with high-profile women on the 
world of work and modern life
Duration: 30 to 45 minutes
Funny and honest, Ctrl Alt Delete brings a much-
needed female perspective to the Internet. As the 
former social media editor of British Glamour, 
Emma Gannon draws on her own experiences to 
discuss the world of work online with her high-
profile guests. If you are worried about how 
employable you will be in five years, worry not. 
From dealing with trolls to baring your soul on 
social media, this series has never been more 
relevant for emerging women in the workplace.

5. THE MINIMALISTS
Topic: Joshua Fields Millburn & Ryan Nicodemus 
discuss living a meaningful life with less.
Duration: 100 to 140 minutes
The Minimalists by Joshua Fields Millburn and 
Ryan Nicodemus is based on their book and 
philosophy of bringing more and more of what truly 
matters into our lives. Through their book, Joshua 
and Ryan have reached out to 20 million people 
and this podcast follows from that. It advocates 
living a meaningful life by reducing things that do 
not matter. In doing so, it creates meaning and 
purpose, and thereby they achieve happiness. 
The minimalist philosophy isn’t directly related to 
mental health awareness, but reducing clutter in our 
environment and our brains is an effective strategy 
to increase efficiency, well-being and productivity.

6. COSTING THE EARTH
Topic: Dangers faced by the environment
Duration: 20 to 30 minutes
This BBC podcast looks at our literal effect on the 
environment and how the environment reacts to our 
contemporary existence. In the podcast, everything 
from the environmental cost of golf courses to 
climate change’s effect on reproductive health is 
covered. It’s very broad, and very informative.
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VINTAGE  
SHOPPING ONLINE

BY SARA YEOH

What goes around comes around – even in fashion

When Maria Grazia Chiuri sent 
down the iconic Dior saddle 
bags once again on Christian 

Dior’s AW18 runway, it was clear that the 
fashion world had announced the iconic 
silhouette back in trend again – celebrities 
and influencers aren’t seen without it, and 
the bag flew off the racks at Dior stores. 
When people have figured out it was near 
impossible to lay their hands on one, the 
original iterations by John Galliano, first 
conceived for Dior’s spring/summer 2000 
collection, were suddenly in high demand 
again – and the only way to lay your 
hands on them was through your hip aunt’s 
closet, or the vintage stores. 

In Malaysia, there are possibly a handful 
of people who are still sceptical about 
owning a stranger’s old items. But the 
joys of hunting down a rare item and then 
own it at last, at probably a fraction of its 
price – not to mention it is an eco-friendly 
practice as well, reusing pre-loved items 
– definitely beats the overthinking of it. 
And whether you are looking for a vintage 
Alaia dress, or a Chanel Lego clutch bag 
from the SS14 collection, here are some of 
the best places online to start shopping. 

Vestiaire Collective 
Being a platform to buy and sell pre-
owned luxury fashion, Vestiare Collective 
is possibly one of the best websites and 
apps to hunt for vintage fashion. Although 
there will be items from more recent times 
too, it is a great place to search for items 
you missed out on from just a couple 

of seasons ago. All the items are quality-
controlled and expertly authenticated, so you 
don’t have to worry about a thing. 
www.vestiairecollective.com 

Reebonz
Probably a name familiar to Malaysians, 
Reebonz is a trusted online platform for 
buying and selling the widest range of 
luxury items. On the website, you can filter 
the conditions of the item such as unused, 
pristine, mint, or good. For those aren’t 
comfortable with online shopping, Reebonz 
has an outlet at Lot 10 KL, so that you can 
physically assess the items. 
www.reebonz.com 

Farfetch
With an expertly curated and picked vintage 
section, you can count on Farfetch to bring in 
some of the most covetable vintage designer 
items. From golden Chanel jumpsuits and 
clip-on earrings from the ‘80s to hard-to-find 
Comme des Garçons draped vests, these 
items will be one-of-a-kind additions to your 
wardrobe. The best part is, the website offers 
free returns worldwide. 
www.farfetch.com 

The Rogue Supplier 
Although it is an Instagram shop, it has a 
collection of the trendiest and most insta-
worthy iconic vintage bags from the Prada 
hobo bag to Fendi baguette bags to Louis 
Vuitton pochettes for sale. Be sure to act 
fast as the most covetable items are always 
sold out in a heartbeat, thanks to stylish 
Instagrammers. 
www.instagram.com/theroguesupplier 

www.farfetch.com 

www.instagram.com/theroguesupplier 

www.reebonz.com 

www.vestiairecollective.com 
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WHEN IN  BANGSAR …

BY SARA YEOH

Meander through the affluent suburbs of Bangsar to indulge  
in multifaceted offerings, from cosy cafes, photography nooks, florist, retail therapy 

to a luxurious stay. Check out our guide to exploring Bangsar below.

Shop at Nala 
This Nala outpost at Bangsar Village is 
where Malaysian nostalgia meets colourful 
quirkiness. Here is where you can shop for 
fabrics, wallpaper, handbags, clothing, 
home-ware and stationery inspired by 
Malaysian culture and heritage. At this 
store, the murals and carpet are hand-
painted, and all the illustrations on their 
products are hand-drawn. There is even 
a stall where you can actually purchase 
vintage Malaysian snacks at a corner. 

Visit a Wholesale Flower Centre 
at Floristika 

If you have green fingers, you might 
want to pay Floristika a visit for gorgeous 

flowers and plants selling at wholesale 
prices. Also, when the weather gets too 

hot, it is always nice to chill inside its large 
cooler room for storing fresh flowers while 

you browse. 

Enjoy Brunch at Lisette’s 
Probably one of the most Instagrammable 
spots in town, many people flock to 
Lisette’s to snap a pic in front of its pink 
floral walls. Hidden behind its leafy 
entrance, the café serves cakes and 
pastries fresh from its own oven. While 
those were delightful, we definitely 
recommend  the cafe’s unique Nasi 
Lemak with Black Rice too. 

Have a Matcha Latte at Niko Neko 
This quaint tearoom with an all-white interior 

has gathered matcha enthusiasts from  
across the city just for a sip of Niko Neko’s 

artisan matcha. From matcha mocktails to 
matcha pastries to the matcha lattes where 

you can choose from REN, KIKU or YURI 
for different levels of umami. “You are not a 
matcha lover if you haven’t tried Niko Neko 

matcha” – in their own words. 

Stay at Alila Bangsar 
This conscious-living boutique hotel is the 

perfect modern retreat away from Bangsar’s 
hustle and bustle. Elevated 40 floors above 

Bangsar, guests can experience a resort-
like oasis while they relax in the pool, or 

bask in plenty of natural light, thanks to its 
architecture. Gastronomes will have a choice 

between Entier, a semi-fine dining French 
restaurant or Botanica + Co, the famed café 

with a new outpost right here in the hotel. 

Pose at APW’s Stairs
Repurposed from a commercial printing 
factory, APW is a space where arts and 
culture merge, and home to some of the 
most packed cafes in KL. Look out for 
the art exhibitions held regularly, or join 
the community yoga classes here every 
weekend. And to commemorate your visit? 
Take an Instagram shot at APW’s insta-
famous concrete stairs, just right below The 
Good Co. 

Relax with Cocktails at Coley 
Bangsar 
Crowned by Bangsarians as the best 
cocktail bar in Bangsar, you know you’d 
have to pay a visit. Having recently 
moved to a new, hip premises, you 
will find loyal fans and trend hunters 
alike enjoying Coley’s timeless and 
contemporary cocktails in the bar’s cool 
new aambience. 
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Kubis and Kale

Newly set up in the bustling locale of Subang, Kubis and Kale welcomes health 
enthusiasts and those who relish scrumptious fare. The high ceiling, sprawling 
space, glass windows, greenery and friendly faces are what make this local 

haunt charming. The relaxed ambience inspires playful banter with a group of friends 
over wholesome poke bowls.

With a philosophy of cooking from scratch using whole, nutritious seasonal 
ingredients, sourced from local farmers and suppliers, the restaurant uses carbon 
vegetables, which are clean, nutritious and safe. They are so-called because they are 
grown using the carbon regenerative farming method, which is chemicide-free and 
improves the nutritional benefits of vegetables, – thus purveying only the best for its 
customers. 

Kubis and Kale goes the extra mile by working with famed dietician, Indra Balaratnam 
to bring patrons a medley of curated ingredients that are good for the body and soul 
– making them a formidable contender in the poke bowl game. The scrumptiousness 
offered here createsan avenue for people to eat healthy without having to sacrifice 
on indulgence. 

On the menu, the trendy poke bowl reigns – with a multitude of bases, protein, 
vegetables and sauces to choose from. It’s ingenious that they remain with the times 
yet have its core firmly planted in healthy eating. While the backbone of the menu 
is dictated by vegetables to cater to the growing demographics of vegans and 
vegetarians, it also retains the optional helpings of seafood or poultry. Substantiating 
the appeal to vegetarians and vegans, Kubis and Kale has brought forth three new 
lines and they are the poke bowl, cooked dishes and vegan superfood.  

Poke bowl has remained appealing to date for its ability to be customised over 
a selection of bases namely brown rice, soba noodles or quinoa, choice protein 
and sauces. The homemade sauces come in a variety; each concoction designed to 
elevate what is already intrinsically delicious. Our pick for the poke bowl was one 
we customised to our palate – a brown rice base with a centre of spicy chilli flake 
prawns, enveloped by pesto carrots, sweet potatoes, pico de gallo, bonito flakes and 
falafel. We paired this beautiful ensembled bowl with roasted ginger sauce to kick it 
up a notch. 

What arrived next was another curated bowl, one that was robust in colour and 
ingredients. It featured kaffir lime-marinated salmon chunks for protein, surrounded 
by edamame, seaweed flakes, pineapples, Japanese cucumbers, lettuce, chuka 
wakame, pumpkin seeds and sunflower seeds. This, we paired with a ghost sauce for 
a juxtaposition of light yet rich flavours – an enriching, delectable bowl of comfort.

Kubis & Kale, Lot 2 & 4, Ground Floor, Jalan PJS 11/5, 
Bandar Sunway, 46150 Petaling Jaya.

*Healthy *Pokebowls *Pork-free

From Farm to Pokebowl

Poke Bowls featuring marinated 
salmon salmon chunks, enveloped by 
healthy nuts and vegetables.
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The Westin Kuala Lumpur’s pride and joy, Five Sen5es 
restaurant has embraced a new sifu to steer its 
gastronomic experience. With more than 17 years of 
culinary practice, Chef Ron Lean brings passion and 
exploration of the Chinese cuisine. 

A peaceful setting, cosy and yet elegant is Five Sen5es, 
where the newly instated chef and his team compose 
high-calibre dishes. Paying importance to high-quality 
and nutritious ingredients in the dishes, the chef de 
cuisine portrays authenticity and exquisiteness of the 
oriental fare. A playground of varied textures, colours 
and flavours are brought forth for diners to enjoy. 

In the newly-introduced plethora of dishes, one can’t 
help but be amazed at the creative concoction of 
masterpieces that incorporate local fruits such as 
Double Stewed Rambutan, Chicken with Crabmeat and 
Scallop, Fuzhou Litchi Sweet and Sour Chicken, and 
Pomelo Crispy Prawns with Homemade Sauce. The 
subtle unity between a savoury and sweet dish isn’t 
overwhelming at the slightest, rather, quite refreshing 
on the palate. Other brilliant and delectable items 
include the signature Deep-Fried Lobster Ball Steamed 
with Egg, Steamed Coiling Dragon Grouper with 
Golden Garlic Sauce, Braised Shimeji Mushroom with 
Homemade Spinach Bean Curd, Stir-Fried Romaine 
Lettuce with Salted Fish, and Chilled Peach Gum Soup 
with Red Dates and Longan in Coconut.

Five Sen5es *Chinese cuisine *pork-free
Level 1, The Westin Kuala Lumpur, 199, Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2773 8338

Departing from the flurry of activities in central TTDI, comes a reassuring hush at 
Dough and Dolce, in Lorong Datuk Sulaiman. The flight of stairs leading up to 
Dough and Dolce opens up to a stylish, minimalistic, modern dining room, complete 
with a cosy balcony to take in the quietude of the neighbourhood. Steering this 
homey nook is Elly, whose passion for baking and cooking inspired her to leave her 
career in the oil and gas industry. 

The dishes here, curated by Elly, are a blend of local and global influences, sparked 
by her travels around the world. The menu follows a creative, fresh and homemade 
philosophy, from the sourdough bread to the sauces and soup. 

Crabmeat scramble with chilli oil on sourdough toast is a brilliant breakfast item – 
an ensemble of scrambled eggs doused with chilli oil and crabmeat claw on a bed 
of the fluffiest sourdough bread. Another bright and illuminating work of art is the 
Burata Pesto Toast. A generous spread of fresh pesto blankets the toast and perched 
atop is the piece de resistance, a dollop of imported Burata cheese – bringing forth 
the tastes of Italy.

Immerse in the savoury and seductive notes offered by the Butter Cream Chilli 
Clams – a sinful seductress made for sharing or as individual indulgence. Next 
up, a plate of Chipotle Grilled Cheese with Tomato Soup inspired us to abandon 
caution and embrace the calories it came with. This customer favourite is toasty, 
with a soft centre and deliberately served with a zesty tomato soup to neutralise the 
potent piquancy from the cheese. For dessert, the Apple Strudel and Brown Butter 
Raspberry Friand are both light and playful – a shot of joyfulness that matches the 
convivial service.

Dough and Dolce *International cuisine *Halal 
24A, Lorong Datuk Sulaiman 1,  
Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur.

Nestled under the roof of Hilton Kuala Lumpur, Chambers Grill boasts an 
inviting ambience. Parquet floors and wood tables lead to the main attraction, 
an open grill station. Something exciting brews at Chambers Grill for a limited 
time, during which guests can relish in angus and wagyu tomahawk steaks 
procured from the reputable Stanbroke Farms in Queensland. Helmed by a 
team of talented chefs, the posh restaurant offers a chic menu, featuring a 
wide selection of the best imported meats across the globe that are sure to 
meet the expectations of every carnivore aficionado.

Stanbroke Farms is a leading producer of some of the best grain-fed beef, 
achieved by proprietary owning and management of each step of the beef 
production process. As soon as the premium quality cut arrives, it is dry-aged 
in Chambers’ custom-designed Himalayan salt-tiled, dry-ageing cabinet 
for up to 18 days. This method draws out the moisture from the meat and 
intensifies the intrinsic flavours of the cuts.

Its famed eponym, Tomahawk is derived from its cut, the shape of which 
reveals similarity to that of an axe. The steak is grilled-to-order on Japanese 
charcoals (burns cleanly with a high steady heat), resulting in a smoky sear 
on its the outside while maintaining tender consistency on the inside. 

Perfect for sharing among epicurean lovers, the tomahawk steak is carved 
tableside for patrons and served with roasted whole garlic bulbs and a choice 
of five sauces – Béarnaise, Sarawak pepper, red wine jus, mushroom, and 
Café de Paris butter or a choice of smoked Viking salt or red wine salt.

Chambers Grill *Western cuisine *Pork-free
Lobby Level, 3, Jalan Stesen Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603 2264 2264

Through the grand front doors, replete with 
uniformed staff, Zuan Yuan could appear 
intimidating to some. Besides its bounteous 
dining area and well-accented private dining 
rooms, the ambience channels a Chinoserie 
grandeur and oriental charm. Specialising in 
authentic Cantonese fare, the restaurant doles 
out heavenly creations that are equal parts in 
substance and style.

Lunch was signalled with the arrival of the 
steamed phoenix eye dumpling with water 
chestnut, goose liver and caviar – a nugget of 
art exuding subtle, savoury notes to awaken the 
palate. The culinary superstar here is the chef’s 
special sweet and sour chicken with dragon fruit 
– a beautiful medley of bite-sized chicken and 
dragon fruit creates a unity of savoury, sweet 
and sour. 

This was followed by mammoth-sized prawns, 
interlaced with egg floss and cereal to reveal 
crunchy umaminess. The aforementioned dishes 
deserve to be paired with a bowl of steamed 
rice to truly appreciate the piquancy at play. 
To tackle the Hong Kong rice roll, slather the 
accompaniment of sesame sauce to experience 
a creative matrimony of intended flavours and 
intriguing textures. 

Penultimately, the braised homemade bean 
curd made its entrance, jiggling at the slightest 
movement, a sign of its delicate texture. The 
bean curd was divided into four parts, each 
garnished with condiments such as lily bulbs, 
wolfberries, Shimeji mushrooms and dried 
scallops for added flavours. Lunch draw to a 
close with a luscious, chilled lemongrass jelly 
with aloe vera and lime juice—a citric and 
refreshing palate cleanser after a decadent 
meal. 

Zuan Yuan Chinese Retaurant  
*Chinese cuisine *Pork-free
First Avenue, Bandar Utama City Centre,  
47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +603 76811159

Five Sen5es
Dough and Dolce

Chambers Grill

Zuan Yuan Chinese 
Retaurant
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Signature Deep-Fried Lobster Ball Steamed with Egg

Top pic: Zuan Yuan’s highlights 
featuring chef’s specialty, sweet and 
sour chicken with dragon fruit, Hong  
Kong Rice Roll, Braised Homemade 
Beancurd and many more.
Bottom pic: Thr vibrant interior of 
Zuan Yuan’s private dining room.

Crabmeat Scramble with Chilli Oil, Burata pesto Toast, Butter Cream 
Chilli Clams, Chipotle Grilled Cheese with Tomato Soup and Burata 
Margherita Pizza

Patrons can now relish in Angus and Wagyu Tomahawk at Chambers Grill, 
Hilton Kuala Lumpur
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BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

PJ Bar and Grill
Hot off Its Grill Menu Revamp 

Dining in Kelana Jaya? Not a fathomable 
thought unless you’ve dined at PJ’s Bar 
and Grill, nestled on the 30th floor of 

New World Hotel. The venue is popular for its 
breathtaking panoramic view, thoughtful tipples 
and chic ambience. PJ Bar and Grill reinvents 
its tapas-focused menu with tasty new additions 
which include hot off the grill specialties, 
modern Asian innovations, hearty European 
classics and delightful desserts. The creative 
minds behind the new menu are Chef Khalil, 
recently appointed as Executive Chef, and Chef 
Chris.  

We wouldn’t waste an opportunity to satisfy 
our hedonistic desire for deep-fried seafood, 
which was apparent on our first order – 
Seafood Fritto Misto. The sight of the golden 
soft-shell crab, squid and prawns that were 
plump and juicy, had us instantly grabbing 
our forks and attacking the platter. The taste 
was better than expected, even the sriracha 
mayonnaise sauce added a little creaminess 
and heat to keep things interesting. Our 
next course was the Octopus Salad from the 
Starter menu. The plating has a good balance 
of colour and contrast with the dark hues of 
purple from the chunks of octopus topped 

with rocket salad to add a fresh finishing. 
Beneath the octopus are the neutral hues of 
the crushed potatoes accented with pops of 
colour from the well-placed cherry tomatoes. 
The Asian salsa verde highlighted the firm 
and well-seasoned texture of the octopus with 
tangy and fresh flavour notes. 

The star of the night was the Grilled Angus 
“Tomahawk” Rib Eye, a succulent slab 
of meat, perfect for sharing. Seared to 
perfection on a charcoal grill, the charred 
skin and tender meat awakened our 
carnivorous desire and left a tentalising 
after-taste that had us begging for more. We 
washed it down with the passionfruit martini, 
a refreshing drink with mild fruity sweetness. 
Soaking in the cold, windy air of the semi 
alfresco dining area, as the libation warmed 
us up on the inside, we knew we discovered 
a special place. 

PJ Bar and Grill *Pork-free *Western *Asian
Level 30, New World Petaling Jaya Hotel
Paradigm, 1 Jalan SS7/26A
Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya

Enjoy the city skyline with perfect grills

Grilled Angus “Tomahawk” Rib Eye 
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SEAFOOD BUFFET DINNER 
To say that Coffee House’s Seafood Buffet 
Dinner is generous with its oceanic offerings, 
would be an understatement. The assorted 
seafood on ice which included oysters, 
prawns, scallops and crabmeat were 
delicious, fresh and textured. No one would 
judge you for racing over to where the home-
cured dill salmon is placed but there are a 
number of highlights worth saving room for. 
These include the Mongolian Seafood grilled 
with condiments of your choice, Butter Fish 
Au Gratin, Asian Creamy Seafood Spicy 
Pasta, Sauteed Prawns with Garlic Oyster, 
Baked Curry Flower Crab, Fish Yong Tau Foo 
and Udang Celup Tepung. Mind you, this is 
barely half of what’s on the buffet menu at 
Coffee House so if options are what you’re 
after, this is where you need to be. 

Our overall dining experience at Coffee 
House, was spectacular. Of course, food 
taste better when you have peace of mind, 
knowing your kids are being entertained by 
the clowns or at the safe in-house playground 
till they’ve used up all their energy and are 
ready to enjoy a meal with you. After a 
hearty meal, you and your family can enjoy 
shopping and fun activities at Sunway Putra 
Mall located just beside the hotel. 

By the way, senior citizens and children aged 
7 to 12 years get to enjoy 50% off for both 
buffets. Children aged 6 years and below 
get to eat for free! 

Coffee House *Halal *Western *Asian 
Level 9, Sunway Putra Hotel 
Jalan Putra, Chow Kit, 
50350 Kuala Lumpur. 
03-4040 9888

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

Coffee House at Sunway Putra 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur 

A Feast for Families

When you feel like dining out, the 
very thought of the logistics which 
involves young children can be 

daunting, let alone the idea of indulging 
in a hotel buffet. The last thing you need 
is your kids running around, bumping into 
unsuspecting diners with dishware crashing 
to the floor with everyone in the room looking 
at your direction. Such a scene is unlikely at 
Coffee House where diners with families can 
rest easy with the in-door playground set up 
by Sunway Putra Hotel Kuala Lumpur. 

Savour the tentalising flavours from the orient with the dim sum, available at the Hi-Tea Weekend Buffet

Top: Fresh Oysters

Middle: Mongolian Seafood Grilled 
spread 

Bottom: Sumptious grills from the 
land and sea.

WEEKEND HI-TEA BUFFET 
Ask your nearest buffet lovers, what is it 
they love about buffets and they would most 
likely say, variety. At Coffee House, variety 
comes in the form of food and entertainment. 
Tapping into Malaysia’s diverse culinary 
culture, the buffet is focused on northern 
and southern Malay cuisine. Among the 
options are Mee Rebus Daging, Nasi Lemak 
Istimewa, “Power” Gear Box Soup Chicken 
Percik, Mee Goreng Kicap and Sago Gula 

Melaka. The Nasi Ayam Kampung is the 
must-try signature which is served with tempe 
goreng, friend bean curd, red chilli paste, 
green chilli paste, sambal, and a diverse 
selection of vegetables. For dessert seekers, 
the variety at Coffee House may make you 
swoon with excitement. Grab a stick of cotton 
candy, a plate of delectable confectionary 
and a bowl of fruits doused in high quality 
chocolate from the chocolate fountain and 
you are ready for the sugar high of a lifetime. 
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On every Sunday at Calvary 
Convention Centre in Bukit Jalil, 
folks flock to church, as well as 

New Chapter by the Owls Café situated 
within its beautiful compound. Word has 
it, they have the best waffles in town. 

Now, if it is your first time at Owls 
Café, you absolutely have to order their 
signature Rebecca waffle. A piece of it 
will give you strawberries, blueberries 
and bananas, coated with maple syrup, 
and the earl grey ice-cream makes a 
harmonious mouthful. We were also told 
that the new crowd favourite here is the 
Aiko Mochi waffle. While waffle snobs 
may scoff at the idea of chewy waffles, we 
have to say the mochi hidden inside the 

BY SARA YEOH BY SARA YEOH

New Chapter  
by The Owls Café

Edju Omakase The Good Co

BY SARA YEOH

Edju, which stands for chef Eddie Ng, and 
the Japanese word for ten (for the number 
of seats), is exactly what this Omakase 
place at Damansara City mall is about – 
the chef and his intimate guests. 

Though fundamentally Japanese, the 
Omakase here is “contaminated” – as 
they’d like to call it – with techniques 
and flavours echoing the team’s diverse 
experiences and backgrounds. Just take 
a look at their palate cleanser using the 
very familiar jambu pickled in calamansi, 
or a monaka enclosing ankimo (monk fish) 
liver and sweet Turkish fig in the centre. If 
contamination allows for exciting takes on 
tradition, maybe it’s not such a negative 
word. 

The ultimate course to go for here is simply 
called “The Experience”, of appetisers, 
chawanmushi, seven pieces of premium 
sushi, specialty dishes, a fish course, as 
well as a soup and dessert. 

Time is key for Edju’s sushi – whether it is 
the sushi rice they insist on using within the 
optimum of 2 hours, or the sashimi dry-
aged for 8 days. And Eddie’s reason for 
dry-ageing all the sashimi here? “Simply 
because it tastes better”, he said. More in-
depth, the finest sushi restaurants choose 
to age their sashimi rather than serving it 
fresh, as the ageing process cause enzymes 
to break down the meat, which softens the 
texture, and produces natural glutamate for 
increased umaminess. Being the first aged 
sushi omakase experience in KL, the ten 
seats here are sure to be fought for. 

*Japanese *Omakase 
Edju Omakase, G-19 Ground Floor,
Damansara City Mall, 6 Jalan Damanlela, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.

This clean-eating joint, recently moved to 
APW from Bon Estates, is loved by many for its 
vibrant acai bowls, Asian-inspired salad pots 
and meals, and pretty toasts and sandwiches. 

For Malaysians, eating healthily is never an 
easy, feat thanks to sinfully tempting Nasi 
Lemak, endless curries and other equally 
carb-loaded food. Which is why The Good 
Co is a much-needed presence for us health 
junkies with an Asian palate. Their Nasi 
Lemak Beckham, a spin on the national dish, 
uses brown rice tinted with blue by butterfly 
pea flowers, kyuri tempeh, monkey head 
mushroom rendang, and healthy sambal using 
peanuts. It has been enjoyed by even David 
Beckham when the football legend visited 
Malaysia, and hence the name. We were also 
enticed by their Kimchi Cauliflower “Fried 
Rice” with air-fried, soy sauce-marinated 
tofu. Though not quite the exact thing, it will 
definitely satisfy your cravings. Now, that’s 
clean-eating tailored to our tastebuds.

When you try their artisan sandwiches, be 
sure to have the Triple Deck a.k.a BLAT where 
the BL is batavia lettuce and the A and T are 
avocado and tempeh. Finished with a mild 
cheddar melt, and sandwiched between 
organic cranberry bread, this sandwich is 
certainly a healthy and filling treat. 

Never leave The Good Co without having one 
of their beautifully coloured and decorated 
smoothie bowls. For a boost of antioxidants, 
have the gorgeous magenta acai bowl 
blended with red dragon fruit, and topped 
with bananas, mangoes and strawberries. 
Sometimes, they will come up with special 
smoothie bowls, from ocean-like ones 
coloured with butterfly pea flowers, or those 
decorated like the Malaysian flag to celebrate 
the National Day. 

*Plant-based *Healthy
The Good Co

waffles, paired with homemade lemon cream 
cheese and grapes are definitely something 
you have to try. 

If you’re a fan of savoury waffles, there are 
chicken, duck, beef or salmon for your choice 
of protein – sorry, vegetarians. For us, the 
Duffy Duck waffle with creamy spinach sauce 
on the side makes a filling choice for brunch. 
A herby waffle topped with smoked duck, 
contrasted by robust confit cherry tomatoes, 
and toasted walnut for texture – there is a 
lot going on indeed for a humble waffle. 
For something more classic, the chicken 
and waffles here, Cheeky Chicken comes 
topped with maple chicken cubes, Portobello 
mushroom and mixed greens. And their twist? 
Homemade red Bolognese and a 63-degree 
egg on top. 

As for the rest of the menu that aren’t waffles, 
there are fusion pastas, for when you can’t 
choose between Asian and Western – think 
curry pastas and seabass aglio olio with a 
very dominant Thai flavour profile. Other 
dishes to try here are the very enticing 
salmon mentaiko egg benedict – a perfect 
marriage of briny mentaiko and hollandaise 
sauce, as well as the scotch eggs. 

If there is one thing to look forward to 
Sunday brunch, it’d be the waffles here. And 
with four outlets in tow now (MyTown, One 
City, Jalil Link and Bukit Jalil), you know that 
its popularity is not fading any time soon. 

New Chapter by The Owls Café
*Brunch food *Halal 
No. 1, Jalan Jalil Perkasa 1, Taman Teknologi 
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur

Aiko Mochi Waffle, Duffy Duck Waffle, Cheeky Chicken, Seabass Aglio Olio and Salmon Mentaiko Eggs Benedict

Contaminated Omakase Nasi Lemak Beckham
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Speakeasy bars have been an integral part of the nightlife scene in Kuala Lumpur. 
Bangsar has been one of the strongest contenders and now it welcomes a fine 
new addition that brings a local twist to an elegant Japanese setting, Kedai 

Nombor 7. Located in the vibrant F&B street of Jalan Kurau, the speakeasy bar is 
situated at the 7th shop lot as aptly described by its moniker. 

The owners did a convincing job to make the façade look like an outdoor drinking 
hole. A poster of Malaysia’s first prime minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, the vintage 
furnishings, tChinese signboard, exposed brick wall and cemented bar area made 
me second guess my bearings until I spotted a retro-styled fridge with markings that 
seemed a little too out to place to be real. Upon opening the door, I was rewarded 
with the cool breeze of the air conditioner and large curtains that made it seem that 

I was at the backstage of a concert hall. 

While the thrill of uncovering the secret entrance lingered, I wondered if the same 
attention to detail could be expected from the quality of the cocktails. The first 
concoction was the Health Freak, made without added sugar or syrup. This heady 
tipple boasts a familiar flavour profile to the health-conscious, especially those who 
have taken ginger shots. The intensity of the ginger flavour is mediated with the 
smokiness of the bourbon whiskey with a squeeze of lemon to add a zesty tang. 
Served with a side of wasabi peas, we then noticed numerous Japanese influencers 

from the choice of glassware, origami lighting, and even bar snacks. 

Kedai Nombor 7’s aesthetically pleasing façade also doubles as an Oden station. 
This brings back memories of my early twenties when my friends and I would hunt 
for the nearest Lok Lok (steamboat-style food served in a truck) after dancing the night 
away. At least at Kedai Nombor 7, there is no need to walk miles or wait in line; 
delicious and fragrant oden will be sent right to your table. Pair it with the Spice Gal 
cocktail made from top-shelf spirits, sweetened with banana liquor and an orange 

bitter for a zesty finish. 

Nostalgia seems to be the ongoing theme at Kedai Nombor 7. The signature cocktail, 
Milo No 7 combines Cointreau, Milo, Bourbon whiskey and grenadine syrup which 
results in a rich and deep flavour. Other unique concoctions include the Fruti Tutti, 
served in a Chinese tea cup, though don’t let the size fool you, as the portion is more 
than enough for the desired effect. The cocktail blends mango, orange, passionfruit 

and citrus gin, and infused with cinnamon. 

The drinks at Kedai Nombor 7 are complex in nature but easy to enjoy. Service here 
is a lot like what you would get a in neighbourhood bar, warm smiles and genuine 
service. It is a great spot for date nights, small group gatherings, and if you keep up 
with their social media pages, you might get invited to their themed nights. Other 
than that, we recommend heading over to enjoy a little nostalgia in an elegant 

Japanese-inspired setting. 

Kedai Nombor 7
No 7, Lorong Kurau, Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur

Kedai Nombor 7

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

Tipples to Tickle Your Taste Buds

Top: The cool and chic bar housing top shelf spirits
Bottom left: Health Freak
Bottom right: Pink Dilemma
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Vietnamese Coffee

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

Vietnam’s coffee culture has propelled in recent years and the country now 
stands as the second largest coffee producer in the world – second to 
Brazil. This has led to a plethora of creative brews from hot egg coffee, 

coconut coffee to yogurt coffee, etc. In this issue, we shine the spotlight on a 
classic brew that is often enjoyed by locals and tourists under the scorching sun 
of the Land of the Blue Dragon, Vietnamese iced coffee (cà phê sữa đá). Though 
the drink can also be enjoyed hot, we take a look at an iced coffee to keep you 
cool during warm weather. 

Vietnamese coffee is often prepared using Robusta dark roast with a French press 
set-up that lets gravity do the work. The gratification from watching each drop 
of the brew drop into your cup is the greatest joy for a coffee lover (speaking 
from experience). Mind you, this will result in a bitter and strong flavour which 
is an acquired taste. The Vietnamese iced coffee ,however, uses condensed milk 
mixed with ice that results in a deep and rich flavour compared to your usual 
iced coffee. It also packs double the caffeine dosage, so do not have too many.

Now, rather than fly to Vietnam, you can explore these cafes to get your fix 
and even enjoy a bowl of heartwarming pho while you’re there. 

Antipodean 
20, Jalan Telawi 2, Bangsar Baru, 59100 Kuala Lumpur

03-2282 0411

Wonton & Pho
12, Jalan Lazat 2, Taman Bukit Indah, 58200 Kuala Lumpur

012-926 5998

Pho Vietz
T08 & T09, Atria Shopping Gallery Damansara Jaya, 

Jalan SS 22/23, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
03-7731 3020

Super Saigon 
28, Jalan Datuk Sulaiman, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur

03-7498 1875

Madeline Bookshop Café 
T-331B, The Starling, 6, Jalan SS 21/23, Damansara Utama,  

47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
03-7662 5901

Robust-a Iced Coffee for Your Daily Grind
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Wood-Fired Oven Pizzas
I Love My Pizzas More Than You

WBY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Photo by VKeong

For many, pizzas are the ultimate comfort food, perfect to curl up to while watching Netflix on your cheat 
day or indulged with a glass of wine while convening with the girls. If you are a true foodie, you crave 

quality ingredients and authentic cooking method – enter wood-fired oven pizzas. Only a wood-fired pizza 
oven can give you the rich flavour and traditional cooking practices your culinary passion deserves. What 

wood-fired oven does in part, is enhancing the flavours due to the even heat distribution. In addition, 
cooking pizza with wood imparts a unique, smoky flavour that is impossible to replicate with a traditional 

home oven. You’d be surprised that a wood-fired oven helps contain nutrients of the pizza toppings.

PIZZA MANSION
Adding to the food scene of Happy Mansion is Pizza Mansion – a humble pizzeria which prides itself fon its wood-fired oven and exquisite 
homemade pizza. This humble pizzeria birthed the Zucchini Eggplant Chickpeas Pizza. Don’t scrunch your nose just yet – what a pleasant 
surprise this was! Honestly, we are accustomed to having pepperoni or seafood as our pizza topping that the thought of zucchini, eggplant and 
chickpeas had us skeptical. This pizza brought together roasted zucchini, eggplant, garlic yoghurt, chopped chives, chickpea garlic yoghurt, 
and chickpea with romesco base to deliver a full-bodied pizza with robust flavours. 

Address: Pizza Mansion, BG3, Block B, Happy Mansion, Jalan 17/13, Section 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.

EATALIA BY BRAVA
Be prepared to be greeted by an 
Italian Vespa scooter and an enormous 
wood-fired oven upon entering Eatalia 
by Brava. While its menu renders 
a myriad of Italian delights from 
appetizers to desserts, the star of the 
show is undoubtedly its pizzas. We 
went for its bestseller, Hawaiian pizza. 
Expect scattered toppings of tomatoes, 
pineapple, hand-torn grilled chicken 
and ooey gooey cheese. For dessert, get 
your hands on the crème brulee for an 
airy, cotton candy-like finish.

Address: Eatalia by Brava, No. 25 
Jalan Telawi 2, Bangsar, 59100 KL.

PROOF PIZZA + WINE
Many pizza aficionados swear by Proof Pizza + 
Wine. So, we had to check the hubbub for ourselves. 
Having tried it, we can honestly say the pizzas here 
have won us over with its crispy and chewy base and 
subtle smokiness. Should you happen to try the pizzas 
here for yourself, order the crowd-favourite – Umbrian 
Black Truffle or Summer Black Truffle Pizza. This is the 
height of indulgence, boasting a generous mix of 
mushrooms, black truffle paste and taleggio. Even if 
you’re not a truffle fan, we have a feeling you will be 
converted. Pair it with a glass of red and allow the 
play of flavours to tickle your palate.

Address: Proof Pizza + Wine, 29, Jalan Riong, 
Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.

ENORME
Enorme is defined as enourmous in Italian which also translates 
the size of the pizzas here – rendering up to a mammoth size of 
21 inches. Besides its sizeable pizzas, this Italian restaurant is 
also known for its wood-fired oven, its specialty. Anything you 
order here is certain to satiate you – from something as basic 
as the classic Margherita to something more substantiating such 
as the Prosciutto Di Pancetta. Throw caution to the wind and 
perhaps indulge in the Carbonara Pizza – featuring strips of 
savoury crispy bacon, creamy mozzarella and a velvety egg yolk 
at its centre. It’s hard not to be addicted.
  
Address: Enorme, 20 PJ Centrestage, Jalan 13/31 Section 13, 
40460 Petaling Jaya, Selangor. 
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Eat Cake Today
The Online Platform for Cake Lovers and Seekers

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Eat Cake Today is an online platform which connects you to over 40 bakers including notable 
names such as Baker’s Art, Ennoble, C3 Lab, Huckleberry, Tedboy, Baked KL, Petitesserie 

Desserts, etc. Few things can sweeten the day but receiving freshly-baked cakes is sure a great 
start. With Eat Cake Today, you can receive your order within 4 hours. Cakes are the icing to 
your special moments whether you are celebrating with friends, family, clients and colleagues. 

Need some ideas on cakes for your next special occasion? We have you covered.  

LESS FRILLS MORE FLAVOUR 
 
If you face the conundrum of not being able to eat pretty 
things, the Chocolate Salted Caramel Lava Cake is perfect 
for your hedonistic desires. Topped with caramel cream and 
caramel sauce, the chocolate salted caramel cake reimagines 
the lava cake effect by letting the top melt to the bottom after 
removing the plastic wrap. 

DESIGNER WEDDING CAKES
 
Need something blue for your nuptials? 
The Gems of the Blue looks like the inside 
of a sapphire crystal cave accented with 
sugar flowers. As wedding cakes go, this 
one really takes the cake with decadent 
flavour options such as Belgian chocolate 
and Vanilla butter. 

BOBA LAVA CAKE FOR A MILLENNIAL’S BIRTHDAY 

Share your mutual love for boba milk tea with this oozingly 
decadent Boba Lava Cake. The milk tea-flavoured chiffon 
cake topped with boba and cream cheese icing is the 
product of a well-loved bakery, Ennoble. 

THE ULTIMATE OFFICE 
PARTY CAKE

 
The Cendol Cake from 

Petiteserie Desserts is sure to 
get everyone in the office 

talking. Take a trip 
down memory lane 

as you savour 
the layers of 

pandan, sago 
gula Melaka 
and coconut 
milk mousse 
decked with 

generous portions 
of agar-agar. Be sure 
to quickly reserve this 

cake as it is one of the best 
sellers on the platform.  

30 AND FABULOUS 
 
What better way to celebrate your 
momentous occasion than with this 
tastefully-designed Macarons Fault 
Line Cake which is also from Ennoble. 
The cake comes with a salted caramel 
chocolate foundation slathered with 
vanilla buttercream. The midsection 
consists of a shiny gold metallic lining 
with macarons stacked upon one another, 
making this a truly irresistible piece of art. 

LISTINGS OF CITROEN 
SHOWROOMS  
& SERVICE CENTRE

NAZA EURO MOTORS HQ 
(GLENMARIE)
NEM Glenmarie Showroom(1S) No 
15, Jalan Pelukis U1/46 Seksyen U1, 
Glenmarie 40150 Shah Alam Selangor
www.citroen.com.my
Sales : 03-5566 3685
  
NAZA EURO MOTORS (PUCHONG)
Lot No. 18, 19 & 20GF, IOI BUSINESS 
PARK, Persiaran Puchong Jaya 
Selatan, Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170 
Puchong, Selangor
Sales : 03-8076 1788

SING HUAT PREMIUM SDN BHD
No. 11, Jalan Satu, Off Jalan Chan 
Sow Lin, Sungai Besi, Wilayah 
Persekutuan, 55200 Kuala Lumpur
Sales : +60 3-9222 9126

CITROEN SERVICE CENTRE

NAZA EURO MOTORS SDN BHD 
(PUCHONG 2S)
No: 10, Jln Serindit 3, Bandar Puchong 
Jaya, 47170, Puchong, Selangor
After sales - 03-5891 1310

Explore over 400 different cakes on www.eatcaketoday.com 

Be sure to follow our social media channels to stand a chance to win RM100 
vouchers from Eat Cake Today! 
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For the November issue, 
we turned to food experts, 

bloggers Elana Khong, 
Nicholas Ng (of Food For 
Thought) and KY Speaks 
for their recommended 

restaurants for the month. 
Happy reading and 

eating!

COMPILED BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Blogger Eats

HEALTHY POKE BOWLS AT KUBIS AND KALE
By Elana Khong @elanakhong

Delicious and pretty, nothing beats a bowl of Instagrammable 
hearty ,whole food goodness packed with nutrient-rich 
ingredients. Staying healthy today is harder than ever as 
it’s a challenge to eat healthy or on time due to our hectic 
lifestyle. But with poke bowl, everyone can enjoy fuss-free 
healthy eating!

You can customise your own poke bowl with an amazing 
array of fresh ingredients such as edamame, almonds, 
walnuts, corn, cherry tomatoes, carrots, pumpkin, seaweed 
and many more. 

But what sets Kubis & Kale apart from others is their unique 
marinade, which is naturally extracted from fruits and 
vegetables. Even their sauces are made from scratch, and 
offering a vegan option. Take your pick from chimichurri, 
mango mustard, green apple hot sauce, ghost sauce, pesto 
vinaigrette, red pepper, pineapple sauce to roasted ginger 
and garlic-infused extra virgin olive oil.

You could also opt for their best seller bowl. My personal 
favourite is the ‘Keeping Fit & Fabulous’. Indulge in a 
nutritious bowl of brown rice, kale, walnuts, cherry tomatoes, 
carrots, flaxseeds, sesame seeds and avocado paired with 
mango habanero salmon and drizzled with lime cilantro 
jalapeno sauce. If you’re a fitness freak like myself, you’ll 
surely love this poke bowl which is packed with healthy fat, 
protein and wholegrain carbohydrates to help support and 
maintain lean muscles. Kick-start your healthy lifestyle with 
the best poke bowl in town today!

BORNEO BANGSAR SERVING MODERN BORNEAN CUISINE
By Nicholas Ng @foodforthoughtmy

Many people living in Kuala Lumpur might be acquainted with Peranakan 
cuisine from Penang and Malacca, but we can say for a fact that not many 
people are familiar with Bornean cuisine. What many don’t realise is that 
their cuisine is much broader than one might think, from ingredients such as 
janggut duyung and engkabang butter. The newly opened Borneo Bangsar 
seeks to showcase elevated and modern Bornean cuisine.

Most people who have been to Kuching will be familiar with  Sarawak Laksa 
and Kolo Mee, but at Borneo Bangsar, their versions have received an uplift. 
They do not do Sarawak Laksa, but a different version called Borneo Laksa, 
creamy, spicy and belacan-flavoured. 

One of the highlights is their Kolo Mee, which comes with olive, fermented 
red bean and deep-fried pork, soy-sweetened olive pork satay and minced 
pork, all set within a stone bowl. It’s one of those dishes you’d have to try to 
truly comprehend. Another simple yet effective dish would be their Cangkuk 
Manis, a type of deep-fried spinach decorated with a soy cured egg yolk. 
This simple dish is one of the most famous on the menu, simple yet effective. 

The Engkabang Pasta is one of the tastiest dishes, with mushrooms, cangkuk 
manis and engkabang butter, a nut butter with a unique fragrance. Although 
pretty much a vegan dish, it is highly recommended even for meat lovers as 
the mushrooms give a nice meaty texture. For a secret menu item, get them to 
replace the pasta with rice vermicelli by ordering the Engkabang Bihun.

Borneo Bangsar has a curated drink menu, with a wide and bespoke 
selection of artisanal tuak from small-batch producers. Some highlights are 
the Tuak Asap, Black Pepper Tuak and tuak cocktail, Burung Kakak Tuak. In 
addition to that, you get cocktails with Bornean ingredients such as dabai, a 
fruit that is a cross between an olive and avocado, as well as the refreshing 
Engkabang Coffee, just to name a few. So, if you’re in the Bangsar area and 
want to try something that’s a little different, this is the place.

AYAM PENYET MAK MAYA WITH 
FRESHLY MADE SAMBAL, KAMPUNG BARU
By KY Speaks @kyspeaks

When it comes to Indonesian food, none is more famous than 
Ayam Penyet. It’s essentially a flattened, deep-fried chicken 
served with tempeh (made from fermented soya bean), tofu, and 
those oh-so-addictive sambal. 

My first ayam penyet experience was at Waroeng Penyet just 
over a decade ago, and it was love at first taste. Ever since, I’ve 
been on a look out for ayam penyet stalls in their purest form 
ever since, for lack of a better word. The hunt led me to Ayam 
Penyet Mak Maya in Kampung Baru, my current favourite.

Mak Maya in Kampung Baru, is located directly opposite one of 
my favourite Nasi Padang restaurants. The stall itself is a bit of 
a time capsule from the 80’s, with plastic chairs and laminated 
table. What sets Ayam Penyet Mak Maya apart from other such 
stalls is their sambal. The sambal is prepared fresh on the spot 
by grinding fresh ingredients to the paste form we’re familiar 
with. The result is expectedly excellent, spicy, aromatic, and 
pure. I love it.

Other than ayam penyet (chicken), they also have ikan kembung 
(Indian mackerel), and ikan keli (catfish) deep-fried in the same 
style. These are served with deep-fried tauhu, tempeh, and a 
slice of raw cucumber and cabbage to go with plain rice. The 
sambal of course, ties everything together to make a plate of 
super satisfying lunch. If you want a good meal of ayam penyet 
in the heart of KL city, this is one to check out – before Kampung 
Baru gets redeveloped.
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A leading corporate leader with 
strong f inancial background and 
extensive experience in various 

f ields, he is currently steering 
Malaysia Airports to  

greater heights. 

This month, Raja Azmi Raja Nazuddin 
rejoices as the airport operator 

emerged a Gold winner in the Air 
Transport World (ATW) Ad Awards 

2019 which depicted Malaysia’s 
iconic Petronas Twin Towers in the 

background of the capital city’s 
stunning skyline, reflecting the 

nation’s progressive growth, including 
its aviation industry. Malaysia’s  

re-election to the International  
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) 

Council from 2019-22 for the fifth term 
and its rise in ranking was another 

joyful occasion.

Kudos to our airline marketing team for creating the advertisement 
where Malaysia Airports is the Gold winner in the Airports and 
Economic Development category during the ATW Ad Awards 2019, 
judged by over 500 airlines and decision-makers worldwide. 

Our advertisement portrays the iconic Petronas Twin Towers standing 
tall against our Kuala Lumpur City Centre’s skyline besides our key 
messages. Indeed, it was a proud moment for us when we received 
this award from Aviation Week Network Managing Director 
(Americas), Beth Wagner.

I am also happy that Malaysia has successfully retained its position 
in the ICAO Council under category III, representing Asia-Pacific for 
another three years. Garnering the highest number of votes since it 
became a council member in 2007, Malaysia received 143 votes, that 
is 81% of the total votes cast and rose in her rankings from 13th to 11th 
position. 

Witnessing these achievements during the recent ICAO General 
Assembly in Montreal, Canada, we are elated to be working with them 
and other stakeholders in supporting a safe, efficient, economically-
sustainable and environmentally-responsible civil aviation industry.

At the recent New Straits Times Insight talk on ‘Malaysia As a 
Preferred Aviation Hub — Are We There Yet?’, I emphasised on the 
importance of interlining between the KLIA main terminal and klia2. 
Plans to go for full interlining in the years to come are underway as we 
are now piloting a project with Pos Aviation on baggage handling at 
the airside area. 
 

We remain bullish in our outlook for the local aviation sector with 
our statistics for the first nine months of 2019 showing 5.9% growth 
in passenger traffic to 77.96 million compared to the previous 
corresponding period.

I am also pleased to know that Saudia has selected KL International 
Airport (KLIA) as its first station to receive the carrier’s new Boeing 
787-10 from Jeddah, which received our ceremonial water salute on 
15 October. With the carrier planning to add more flights in December 
to cater to the pilgrimage and the commencement of Qatar Airways’ 
flights to Langkawi via Penang (also in mid-October), this will further 
help boost passenger movements at our airports.

As we draw closer towards the nation’s Visit Truly Asia Malaysia 
2020 campaign launch, it is heartening to know that Malaysia was 
the fourth most popular tourism destination worldwide for Chinese 
travellers during the recent October Golden Week holiday period. 
Alipay, China’s largest third party mobile and online payment 
app, has also identified KLIA to be one the most popular spending 
destinations for these travellers. I would like to encourage my team to 
continue working harder and come up with innovative improvements 
that can foster closer ties with both passengers and stakeholders of  
our airports.

Airport CEO Speaks
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The 25th World Route Development 
Forum (World Routes) 2019, held for 
the first time in Australasia or to be 
more exact in Adelaide, Australia 
from 21-24 September, attracted 
over 3,000 delegates from 130 
countries where 10,000 face-to-face 
scheduled meetings were held.

Likened to speed dating for airlines and 
airports, this is where the route development 
community decides where they are going to 
deploy their aircrafts in future years.  

This year’s venue, Adelaide, did a good job 
winning over the crowd at this global event, 
which also enjoys the patronage of many 
tourism organisations as the promotion of a 
country’s destination goes hand in hand with 
route development efforts.

Malaysia Airports, accompanied by Tourism 
Malaysia, promoted the country’s Visit Truly 
Asia Malaysia 2020 campaign and hosted 
a networking lunch during the event with 
the welcome address made by its general 
manager of airline marketing division 
Mohamed Sallauddin Mat Sah. 

He was one of the five names shortlisted for the 
new Individual Leadership category introduced 
at this year’s World Routes Marketing Awards 
which was bagged by Wilco Sweijen, 
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol director of route 
and business development.

Nevertheless, Mohamed Sallauddin, said,  
“I felt humbled, mixed with a sense of pride 
and contentment with the nomination.” 

Besides being the key person involved in 
World Routes 2008 in Kuala Lumpur (KL) in 
2008, he was also instrumental in the early 
years when Routes Asia was introduced, 
which resulted in KL playing host for three 
years from 2003 until 2005. In 2014, 
Malaysia Airports and the Ministry of 
Tourism, Sarawak co-hosted Routes Asia in 
the Land of the Hornbills.

Where the development of new routes is 
concerned, Mohamed Sallauddin, who 
was also responsible for the resumption of 
service to Kuala Lumpur by British Airways 
and Air China among others, has identified 
Malaysia’s biggest underserved markets to be 
Europe, Africa and North America.

Efforts are being made to woo more 
flights from these long-haul markets to KUL, 
comprising KL International Airport (KLIA) main 
terminal and klia2 terminal, which received 
almost 60 million passengers last year. 
Of this, 43.58 million were international 
passengers.

Mohamed Sallauddin, however, does not 
see any conflict in balancing between 
international and domestic requirements 
considering Malaysia Airports’ broad network 
of 39 airports covering various parts of 
the country, of which five are international 
airports, 16 domestic airports and 18 short 
take-off landing ports or STOLports. 

“Apart from KUL and Penang International 
Airport (PEN), we still have plenty of slots 
allocation at our airports to be utilised by 
both domestic and foreign airlines.” 

Malaysia Airports’ 
Development of New Routes 

Crowned Gold Winner for Ad 
Campaign
On the recent Air Transport World (ATW) Ad 
Awards 2019 where Malaysia Airports emerged 
the Gold winner in the Airports & Economic 
Development category, Mohamed Sallauddin 
said the advertisement submitted by his airline 
marketing team was part of its annual strategic 
campaign for KUL. “It has been a successful 
campaign for us with  
positive feedback and praises received from our 
peers and industry players.

“The majestic view of the iconic Petronas Twin 
Tower in Kuala Lumpur City Centre serves as a 
strong call for tourists to visit Malaysia. It is this 
‘pull’ to the city that contributes to the number of 
tourists to our country via our main gateway, KLIA. 

“We also injected an element of culinary into 
the advertisement as part of the creative touch. 
Besides enticing airlines about our airport 
and its correlation with the city, the campaign 
also came in a few series that highlighted our 
other international airports in Penang, Kota 
Kinabalu, Kuching and Langkawi,” remarked 
Mohamed Sallauddin, who received the Gold 
Award from Aviation Week Network managing 
director (Americas), Beth Wagner with his senior 
manager for communications and services, Noor 
Hafiza Ruslan. 

Winners for ATW Ad Awards were selected by 
500 decision makers from airlines with help from 
a third-party research firm, Signet Research, to 
ensure fair and unbiased judging.  

Started 35 years ago, the ATW Ad Awards have 
nine categories with each category presented with 
a Gold, Silver and Best Digital Award.

New routes’ progress and 
incentives
Commenting on some of Malaysia Airports 
newly introduced services this year, Mohamed 
Sallauddin said the average seat factor for 
Singapore Airlines Group’s low-cost carrier 
Scoot’s direct Kota Bharu-Singapore has been 
encouraging since this “virgin” route was 
introduced in July.  

While this new route might require some time 
for it to mature, he pointed out that Kota Bharu, 
Kelantan’s capital city, is unique in terms of 
cultural and nature offerings. “It is one of the 
gateways to our beautiful islands such as Pulau 
Perhentian.”

On Air Arabia’s new Sharjah-KL route, which 
also commenced in July, Mohamed Sallauddin 
deemed it to be successful so far with its 
extremely high seat factor.

“We provide marketing support and incentives 
such as the Joint International Tourism 
Promotional Fund (JITDP), especially to new 
airlines to assist them to promote the route in 
their tactical campaign.” 

Citing the inaugural arrival of Qatar Airways’ 
maiden Doha-Langkawi flight via Penang 

on 15 October as an example, he said 
the airline would be receiving one year of 
landing fee waiver and RM50 rebate for 
every passenger for two years.

Apart from the JITDP, a collaboration with 
Tourism Malaysia to market and promote 
Malaysia’s visibility as a preferred destination, 
Malaysia Airports has also introduced the 
Langkawi International Tourism Promotional 
Fund earlier this year to accelerate tourism 
development in Langkawi. 

Mohamed Sallauddin added, “We are also 
embarking on an airport capacity optimisation 
plan for some of our airports, which are facing 
capacity constraints. Starting with KLIA main 
terminal, its capacity optimisation is considered 
a medium-term solution prior to its eventual 
infrastructure expansion. 

“We are addressing concerns on congestion 
at check-in counters, departure immigration 
checkpoints, pre-boarding screening points  
and the passenger boarding bridges. 

“Malaysia Airports is also leveraging on 
efficiencies afforded by technology and 
making use of platforms such as Big Data to 
optimise our procedures and processes.”
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KLM celebrated its 100th 
anniversary or Centenary 
on 7 October and is the first 
commercial airline in the 
world that is still flying under 
its original name to reach this 
milestone.  

To kick-off the KLM 100th anniversary 
celebration at KLIA, KLM flight KL809, arriving 
from Amsterdam, received a ceremonial water 
salute. KLM’s celebrations continued at the 
boarding gate where travellers were treated 
to KLM100 decorated cupcakes and mini 
stroopwafels. At the check-in area, a KLM 
photo booth allowed travellers to capture their 
special KLM100 memory. 

KLM was founded on that date in 1919, and 
seven months later, on 17 May 1920, KLM 
flew its inaugural flight between Amsterdam 
and London. 

KLM has a long history with Malaysia as 
one of the earliest international airlines to 
fly to the country. KLM first stopped at Alor 
Setar in 1924 when it started its first test 
intercontinental flight from Amsterdam to 
Jakarta. 

The KLM Fokker F7-II, which at the time was 
a very modern aircraft and one of the first 
passenger planes with an enclosed cabin, 
made the flight to Jakarta from Amsterdam in 
55 days, stopping over 21 times and one of 
the landings was Alor Setar. 

KLM began direct scheduled services between 
Kuala Lumpur and Amsterdam in 1958. Today, 
KLM offers daily non-stop flights between 
Amsterdam and Kuala Lumpur, and between 
Kuala Lumpur and Jakarta. The flights are 
operated by a combination of B777-200 and 
B777-300 aircraft with 34 seats in Business 
Class and 276/374 seats in Economy Class. 

KLM celebrated its centenary with a new 
brand movie that looks back at some of the 
wonders of air travel through generations. The 
film tells the story of three generations of the 
same family who worked with KLM from the 
early days to present, serving and caring for 
passengers. 

KLM Celebrates Centenary

In June, 100 days before its anniversary, 
KLM announced its intention to join hands 
with industry stakeholders in pursuit of a more 
sustainable future for aviation, under the 
banner, ‘Fly Responsibly’. 

KLM Country Manager for Malaysia, Estee 
Ng said, ‘KLM’s 100th anniversary is a great 
moment to look back on our rich history but 
also to look forward to the future of aviation. 
With our ‘Fly Responsibly’ initiative we 

have launched a global call to action to join 
forces to create a more sustainable future for 
aviation.’

In September, it was announced that Air 
France-KLM regained its position in the top 
of the ‘Airlines’ category of the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Index (DJSI). It is the 15th 
consecutive year that Air France-KLM has been 
in the top three of the DJSI.

In Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA, 
Royal Brunei Airlines (RB) 
hosted the ‘RB Cares’  
Closing Ceremony on  
18 October 2019. The event 
was held to commemorate 
the efforts of their ground 
operations partners - 
PosAviation in KLIA and 
Aerodarat in Sabah and 
Sarawak.    

With the tagline ‘Sharing is Caring’,  
the cornerstone of the appreciation  
ceremony, RB acknowledged the efforts of 
their employees by giving away various 
awards and certificates for the winners of  
the ‘RB Cares Customer Services 2019’ 
campaign and hosting a high-tea luncheon 
with a live band. 

Royal Brunei Airlines Holds 
‘RB Cares’ Appreciation Ceremony

In an interview with Mokhtar Othman, Royal 
Brunei Airlines Station Manager to East and 
West Malaysia, he stated, “RB Cares is 
an event to acknowledge the exceptional 
performance of our ground handling partners. 
This will boost the morale of our partners 
and develop strong rapport between us. 
KLIA is the gateway to Malaysia and it is 
one of the most preferred hubs and airports 
in the region, therefore it is important that 
our service is immaculate. And, it certainly 
has been, but not without the help from our 
partners as they directly engage with the 
passengers, thus Royal Brunei has found it to 
be of utmost importance to hold this event for 
them. If they are happy, we are happy”. 

The Station Manager further added, “Next 
year, we plan to have an appreciation 
ceremony in Sarawak and Sabah, as we will 
be opening four new stations there to bring 

the total amount to seven stations in Malaysia 
as a whole. These new stations are Tawau, 
Sandakan, Bintulu and Sibu via our RB Link 
services. For these new stations, we are 
working together with Aerodarat and Ground 
Team Red as our ground handlers”. 

Flights to and from Sandakan has begun 
since 28 October 2019, meanwhile flights to 
Bintulu, Tawau and Sibu will begin on the 5th, 
11th and 14th of November. RB Link flights are 
operated by Malindo Air on the ATR 72-600 
aircraft. 

Also present at the event was Mohammad 
Suhaimi Abdul Mubin, Senior General 
Manager of Malaysia Airports; Mohammad 
Arif Jaafar, General Manager of Operations 
of Malaysia Airports; Woo Kam Weng, 
CEO of Pos Aviation and Mohd Nadziruddin 
Mohd Basri, CEO of Aerodarat. 
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Korean Air organised World 
Cleanup Day 2019 in Kota 
Kinabalu, Sabah on 21 
September 2019. Located on 
the northern tip of the island 
of Borneo, Sabah has become 
one of the most popular 
tourist destinations for South 
Koreans. In 2018, South 
Korean tourists accounted 
for the second highest 
international tourist arrivals in 
Sabah at 24.8%, an increase 
of 8.5% compared with 2017. 

In the spirit of giving back to the local 
community, employees from the Korean Air 
Kuala Lumpur office, along with Trash Hero 
Borneo, organised the World Cleanup Day 
2019 event in Tanjung Lipat Beach in Kota 
Kinabalu. More than 1,000 volunteers 
participated in the event, which was organised 
for the second time in Sabah.

Besides government agencies, those from 
non-government agencies (NGO), schools 
and individuals joined the beach cleanup, 
collecting trash washed up on Tanjung Lipat 
Beach. “Through this cleanup activity, we 
hope to raise awareness for environmental 

protection. With joint efforts, we can preserve 
the beautiful beach of Sabah,” said Jeon 
Young Do, Korean Air Country Manager for 
Malaysia, Brunei and Bangladesh.

The World Cleanup Day aims to inspire 
volunteerism and achieve tangible impacts on 
collecting waste in the environment. Across 
Malaysia and around the world, people are 
encouraged to get up, get out, and help clean 
up their communities to create a healthier, more 
sustainable future. 

Korean Air has been actively fulfilling its 
corporate social responsibility across borders 
for many years, such as planting trees every 

year in Kubuqi desert in the Inner Mongolia 
region of China, and Baganuur, Mongolia, 
to fight desertification. The airline also 
delivers relief items to areas hit by floods 
and earthquakes, utilising its extensive global 
network. As a leading global carrier, Korean 
Air will continuously fulfill its corporate social 
responsibility as part of the company’s 
initiatives to give back to the society.

Currently, Korean Air has two daily codeshare 
flights operated by its sister company, Jin Air, 
connecting Seoul-Incheon and Kota Kinabalu.

For more information, 
please call 03 – 2030 0200

Korean Air Organises 
World Cleanup Day 2019 in Sabah

Air Astana, the flag 
carrier of Kazakhstan, 
has taken delivery 
of its first A321LR on 
lease from Air Lease 
Corporation. The A321LR  
joins Air Astana’s fleet of  
18 Airbus aircraft (eight 
A320s, four A321s, three 
A320neo and three 
A321neo).

The A321LR is a Long Range (LR) 
version of the best-selling A320neo 
Family and provides the airline with the 
flexibility to fly long-range operations 
of up to 4,000nm (7,400km) and to tap 
into new long-haul markets, which were not 
previously accessible with single-aisle aircraft.

Powered by Pratt & Whitney engines,  
Air Astana’s A321LR comprises 166  
seats in a two-class configuration (16 business 

Air Astana Received Its  
First Airbus A321LR

and 150 economy class seats) offering 
premium wide-body comfort in a single-aisle 
aircraft cabin. The new A321LR replaces the 
aging Boeing 757 fleet and will continue 
the airline’s strategy of growth and network 
expansion to European destinations as well as 
routes to Asia. 

Air Astana currently operates Boeing  
767-300 ER with 220 seating capacity  
for the Almaty-Kuala Lumpur route. 

For more information, 
please call 03 – 2144 1571 

Captain Mushafiz Mustafa 
Bakri is the new Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) of 
Malindo Air, effective from 23 
September, taking over from 
Chandran Rama Muthy.  

Chandran is elevated to take on a new role 
in Lion Group as it’s Group Strategic Director. 
He will however continue to remain as a 
shareholder of Malindo Airways Sdn Bhd.

Captain Mushafiq began his career as a 
trained pilot from the Australia Aviation 
School, Adelaide and has operated various 
types of aircraft including the variants 
Boeing 737 and Boeing 777. 

In 2013, Captain Mushafiz started his  
path with the Lion Group from Malindo Air as 

one of the pioneer batch of pilots and played 

New CEO for Malindo Air
a key part as a management pilot in the  
early days of the airline. Later in the same 
year, he was seconded to Thai Lion Air, which 
was also then a start-up airline. He has held  
various operational roles including as Deputy 
Flight Operations Director. He brings with him 
over 24 years of aviation experience as flying 
and management pilot as well as instructor 
and examiner.

Malindo Air currently operates over 1,400 
flights weekly across a growing network of 
57 destinations spread across 16 countries 
in Asia since March 2013 from its twin hubs 
in KL International Airport and Sultan Abdul 
Aziz Shah Airport (Subang). It operates a 
mixed fleet of 14 ATR 72-600 and 29 Boeing 
737NG aircraft.

For more information, 
please call 03 – 7841 5388
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Saudi Arabian Airlines 
(SAUDIA) received its 
first Boeing 787-10 on 30 
September at King Abdulaziz 
International Airport, Jeddah 
to join the airline’s existing 
fleet of 13 Boeing 787-9s, and 
on 15 October the aircraft 
operated its first commercial 
flight to Kuala Lumpur.   

On that day at KLIA, a special ceremony 
was held to welcome the new aircraft under 
the patronage of H.E. Mahmud Qattan, 
Ambassador of Saudi Arabia in Malaysia in 
collaboration with Malaysia Airports led by 
Mohammad Suhaimi Abdul Mubin, Senior 
General Manager, MA (Sepang) Sdn Bhd and 
other government officials.

The inaugural ceremony was done with the 
water salute and cutting cake ceremony with 

the dignitaries. A speech was presented 
by Ahmed W. Alowedi – Saudia Manager 
Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam & Thailand 
followed by a press conference with H.E. 
Mahmud Qattan, Ambassador of  Saudi 
Arabia in Malaysia.

According to Mohammad Suhaimi, the 
strong demand and impressive products 
and services offered by the airline has 
shown a positive increase of 9.8% growth 
in passenger movement for the airline from 
January 2019 to August 2019 as compared 
to the same period last year. 

Mohammad Suhaimi added, “We are 
confident that Saudi Arabia’s national carrier 
will grow even stronger for the benefit of all 
travellers. This is also in line with our aim 
to establish KL International Airport as the 
preferred hub by offering passengers with 
excellent and seamless connectivity and a 
joyful travel experience”.

SAUDIA flies nonstop daily between Jeddah 
to Kuala Lumpur. Seven weekly services will 
be operated with the new Boeing 787-10 
and will gradually increase to twice daily from 
November 2019. 

The layout of the SAUDIA Boeing 787-10  
comprises of 357 seats in a two-class 
configuration, with 24 seats in Business  
Class and 333 seats in Guest Class 
(Economy). 

In addition to the 787-10, SAUDIA operates 
(13) 787-9 Dreamliner airplanes, and (33) 
777-300ER (Extended Range) jets. 

The 787-10 is longer than the 787-9, adding 
about 59 more seats in a 2-class configuration 
and cargo capacity. The aircraft also offers 
25 percent better fuel per seat and fewer 
emissions. With a range 6,345 nautical miles 
(11,750 kms), the 787-10 can fly more than 
95 percent of the world’s twin-aisle routes. 

The 787-10 inflight entertainment system 
comprises of 16 foreign languages including 
Bahasa, a new feature in this new aircraft.

Onboard services from 15 October 2019 on 
the Kuala Lumpur route include the new culinary 
service: “Bistro by SAUDIA’. Traditional Arabic 
coffee and dates are available on Economy 
Class, as well as a variety of dishes, both local 
and international cuisine to cater to a range of 
palates.

For more information,  
please call 03 – 2166 4488

SAUDIA Operates  
Boeing 787-10 to Kuala Lumpur

Malaysia Airlines now flies 
twice weekly to Solo and 
Pekanbaru, which are the 5th 
and 6th Indonesian destination 
for the airline.

The inaugural flights departed KL International 
Airport (KLIA) to Solo and Pekanbaru on 18 
September 2019, serviced by the B737-800.

Malaysia Airlines Flies to Solo and Pekanbaru

The inaugural flight to Solo departed Kuala 
Lumpur at 8.30pm and arrived at 10.15pm 
the same day. On its return flight, the aircraft 
departed Solo at 11.15pm and arrived back 
in Kuala Lumpur the next day at 2.55am.

Concurrently, the inaugural flight to Pekanbaru 
departed Kuala Lumpur at 7.50pm and arrived 
in Pekanbaru at 7.55pm the same day. On its 
return flight, the aircraft departed Pekanbaru 

at 8.55pm and arrived in Kuala Lumpur at 
11.05pm, the same day.

The new flights are in line with the recent 
launch of the Visit Malaysia 2020 campaign, 
which promotes tourism as a pillar of the 
Malaysian economy.

Malaysia Airlines Group Chief Executive 
Officer, Izham Ismail said, “The launch of 
these new routes is led by the increasing 
demand for flights between Kuala Lumpur  
and Indonesia. Pekanbaru is the capital city 
of the Riau Province, which is an economic 
centre for the country. Solo, traditionally 
known as Surakarta, is the historic royal 
capital on the Indonesian island of Java. 
These routes will enable closer Indo-
Malaysian relations, especially in their 
respective tourism industries”.

For more information,  
please visit www.malaysiaairlines.com 

Aiming to be the leader and pioneer in the 
aviation industry, Turkish Airlines offers to its 
passengers the “Companion Entertainment” 
app that can be paired with the inflight 
entertainment platform “Planet”. This 
application makes the Planet an interactive 
platform, which can be used before and after 
flight, thus boosting passenger satisfaction.   

Transforming the flag carrier’s inflight entertainment into a concept that 
can be interacted even outside of the plane, this new application will 
be available at over 100 planes during the first stage. Over time, this 
special experience provided by the application will be available in 
more planes for the passengers of Turkish Airlines. 

With the “Companion Entertainment”, passengers will be able to 
browse the rich variety of content offered by “Planet” before they travels. 
By adding their preferred movies, TV shows and series to their favorites, 
they will be able to watch them on top of the clouds immediately. 

Passengers travelling with Turkish Airlines will be able to control the 
seatback screens with their mobile devices thanks to this app. They will 
be able to play, pause, browse and control the volume with their mobile 

Turkish Airlines Announced 
‘Companion Entertainment’

devices. The app also turns the mobile device of the passenger into a 
second screen for the Planet platform. 

Turkish Airlines passengers can download the “Companion 
Entertainment” app to their mobile devices from IOS and Android stores. 
Then, they can pair their mobile devices to the Planet platform during 
their flights to enjoy the benefits of the new app. 

Turkish Airlines currently operates daily flights from Kuala Lumpur to 
Istanbul.

For more information, please call 03- 2163 0849 or 
visit www.turkishairlines.com
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China Southern Airlines 
celebrated its 30th anniversary 
of their first flight between 
Kuala Lumpur and Guangzhou 
on 4 October 2019. The 
celebration was held at the 
boarding area with over 
300 arrival and departure 
passengers. 

The Kuala Lumpur-Guangzhou route was 
opened on 6 October 1989. It was the first 
flight of China’s civil aviation to link China 
and Malaysia. Since then, China Southern 
Airlines has been servicing the Malaysian 
market with a total of 108 round trip flights per 
week to four international airports in Malaysia, 
including Kuala Lumpur, Kota Kinabalu, 
Penang, and Langkawi. Now, China Southern 
Airlines has the highest number of routes and 
frequency flights between Malaysia and China 
among all the Chinese carriers.

China Southern Airlines’ fleet size has reached 
over 800 and making it the largest fleet airline 
in Asia and the third largest in the world. 

China Southern Airlines operates more than 
3,000 daily flights to 224 destinations in 40 
countries and region across the world. 

As the largest airlines in China, China Southern 
Airlines advocates the “One Belt, One Road” 
strategy, using a “Dual-Hub” development 
strategy to enhance international routings 
network and strengthen cooperation with 
countries along the “One Belt, One Road” 
initiative; setting up an interconnected ‘air silk 
road’ that includes Malaysia. Additionally, the 
total passenger traffic volume carried by China 
Southern Airlines between China and Malaysia 

has reached more than 760,000 in 2018, an 
increase of 10.49% from the year of 2017. 

In future, China Southern Airlines will continue 
to promote the development of tourism 
and commercial trade between China and 
Malaysia. China Southern will also carry out 
deeper and broader cooperation between 
partners of the two countries and provide 
comfortable and convenient travel services for 
the Chinese and Malaysians.

For more information, 
please call 03 – 2163 9977

China Southern Airlines Celebrates 
30th Anniversary to Kuala Lumpur

In support of Visit Malaysia 
2020 (VM2020), Malaysia 
Airlines is running a brand 
campaign called FLY 
MALAYSIA.

Launched at KL International Airport in  
October, FLY MALAYSIA enables the airline, 
via partnerships with relevant tourism bodies, 
to promote Malaysia to the world. The airline 
is working with Tourism Malaysia to encourage 
Malaysians to play a part by participating in 
the airline’s several social media initiatives in 
promoting the country.

Malaysia Aviation Group Chief Executive 
Officer, Izham Ismail said, “Malaysia Airlines 
first started in the golden age of commercial 

FLY MALAYSIA Campaign  
by Malaysia Airlines

air travel. We have been serving Malaysia for 
over 70 years and today, and we continue 
to serve the country by covering over 1,000 
destinations via our airline partners. With FLY 
MALAYSIA, the Malaysian experience comes 
alive the moment a traveller steps onboard our 
aircraft and for Malaysians, it’s the familiar 
feeling of being at home, wherever their 
journey goes. As for the airline, FLY MALAYSIA 
simply means expressing our service through 
our culture and to always be Malaysian, for 
Malaysians”.

The campaign is visible via advertisements 
and Malaysia Airlines’ social media channels 
throughout quarter four of 2019 until the end 
of 2020. The airline’s ‘wau’ logo, will be 
fashioned with the airline’s iconic kebaya 
motif and complemented with a traditional 

Voted as the best Casual 
Japanese Restaurant 
in Singapore, Tampopo 
derives its name from 
the word ‘dandelion’ in 
Japanese which symbolises 
strength and resilience. To 
ensure that the taste is on 
par with Singapore and 
Japan, they strictly adhere 
to the authentic Japanese 
cooking method using only 
the best halal certified ingredients. 

Tampopo was established by Takagi Takaaki, who founded the first 
outlet in Singapore in 2004 and earned its Best Japanese Restaurant 
status in 2016. Subsequently in 2017, they opened their first 
international outlet in Genting Highlands. 

Li Shan, Marketing Executive of Tampopo in klia2 said, “There are 
Japanese restaurants in major airports in Singapore, Bangkok and Hong 
Kong. People who travel are worldly folks who develop appreciation for 
quality and authenticity”. 

From Ancient Lands to Hungry Hands 
– Tampopo Express

She added, “Additionally, the Tampopo Express menu is specifically 
tailored to suit travellers. Understanding that travellers are “in a hurry”, 
the menu is curated so that the time from ordering to presenting food 
at the table does not exceed 15 minutes. Tampopo also believes in 
affordability; for example, our signature Chicken Katsu Rice and Spicy 
Chicken Katsu Ramen go for a reasonable price of RM24.80”. 
 
When asked about future plans for Tampopo Express, founder Takagi 
stated optimistically that his next target is to expand to more tourism 
hubs such as KLIA as he believes that his business model has been 
perfectly designed for the traveller in mind. 

batik design, which represents Malaysia’s rich 
culture, heritage and diversity.

More sales campaigns are carried out with 
its sister airlines, Firefly and MASwings to 
encourage Malaysians to travel locally and 
to connect tourists to Malaysia. The airline 
will also be collaborating with Malaysia’s 
state tourism bodies in promoting domestic 
destinations.
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AVIATION INTERVIEW WITH 
IBRAHIM MOHAMED SALLEH 
CEO of MASkargo 

Armed with over 20 years of experience in the cargo, systems and administration sectors, 
Malaysia Airlines Kargo Sdn Bhd. (MASkargo) is being led by a capable man. Since his 
appointment, the CEO has taken the company to new milestones, specifically the awarding 
of the Halal certificate by JAKIM. By opening new doors, Ibrahim Mohamed Salleh is 
considered as the perfect man to helm MASkargo into uncharted waters and greater 
heights, onwards and upwards to being a company that all Malaysians can be proud of.

On 20 September 2019, MASkargo 
launched its halal logistics division 
by virtue of being awarded the 
halal certification by JAKIM- the 
first carrier cargo in the world to be 
awarded this status. What were the 
steps that you had to undertake in 
order to achieve this feat? 
In order to acquire the halal certification, we 
had to firstly, look at the requirements for us 
to be certified and re-examined on how we 
currently conduct our processes. From there, 
we created specific handling processes such 
as identification, segregation, and storage in 
addition to messaging and documentation. 
With this, we consulted JAKIM on areas that 
we needed to correct. 

In addition, we sought for guidance and 
assistance from the Halal Development 
Corporation, Jabatan Agama Islam Selangor, 
Pejabat Agama Islam Daerah Sepang, 
Malaysia Airports and Jabatan Standard 
Malaysia. Eventually, when we were prepared, 
JAKIM audited MASkargo and the company 
as a whole to which, after examining all the 
corrective actions that we took in order to 
fulfill their requirements, we were awarded the 
certificate on 1 May 2019. 

The difference was that in contrast to 
conventional requirements such as the ISO 
9001 and ISO 9002 quality management 
systems, the halal requirements deal with 
matters within the spheres of religion, morality 
and accountability for the Muslim community.

Why was it important for MASkargo 
to gain this status?  
The halal certificate by JAKIM is more than 
just a label on a piece of paper, it affirms 
our customers that we have gone above and 
beyond conventional regulations in order to 
ensure that cargo such as food is transported in 
a clean and hygienic manner from the point of 
production to the point of consumption. 

For example, in transporting food, halal 
requirements establish that an animal must 
be slaughtered in accordance to Islamic 

law; food preparation must be clean, 
safe, and secure; and, the food must 

be handled safely and appropriately 
during transport. It is strict and 

upholds the highest of food 
quality for our customers, as 

fresh food can still be considered non-halal 
if it has been handled inappropriately during 
its transportation for fear of contamination. 
These rules also apply to other cargos such as 
cosmetics, farm products, vegetables and so 
on.  

How much has been invested into 
the halal logistics product and what 
is your general outlook for this 
division moving forward? 
About RM500,000 have been invested into 
this division, which includes the development 
of labour force, facilities, training and process 
procedures. Some may argue that this is a 
small sum, but in MASkargo we believe in 
making every ringgit go the full mile. That is 
why we prioritise impact and efficiency of the 
usage of funds rather than the amount itself. 

On the other hand, we have high hopes as 
the market for halal logistics services to be 
very promising. Currently, it is said that there 
are billions of USD of halal products being 
transported worldwide. Additionally, ASEAN 
has a large Muslim population; thus, it would 
naturally be the next step for us in expanding 
our repertoire of services. 

It is also important to note that JAKIM is one of 
the world’s foremost recognised authorities on 
Islamic matters. Therefore, to have that name in 
our portfolio brings us to a higher level where 
we can achieve greater milestones.  

Which destinations in the world that 
has seen the highest demand for 
MASkargo’s freighter service? 
In terms of the ASEAN region, we have a well 
distributed market expansion. Destinations such 
as Bangkok, Jakarta, Manila and Rangoon 
have an increasingly strong demand for 
MASkargo’s cargo and freight services. 

On the other hand, competition in the Chinese 
market is intense but demand of our services is 
also growing; we are now operating wide-
body aircraft and freighters for this service. 
In addition, for the Tokyo Olympics 2020 
we have plans to collaborate with Nippon 
Express in the transportation of halal goods into 
Japan as they cater for both the needs of both 
participants and their visitors.  

The following figures is the distribution of 
revenue in terms of countries: 
• Malaysia – 30% 
• China – 21% 
• Europe – 14% 
• India – 8% 
• ASEAN – 8% 
• Australia and New Zealand – 5%

What initiatives have been 
implemented in order to 
boost customer satisfaction 
and business expansion via 
technological innovation?
Firstly, we have the Online Booking 
Engine which is applicable for bulk 
cargo or boxed items, where people can 
book and pay online to MASkargo for 
services such as airport-to-airport delivery 
as well as to be informed of space 
availability and acquire it. However, this 
service is strictly not applicable for big-
sized items such as machinery parts or 
oil & gas equipment; this service is only 
available for items weighing at 80kg 
and below. We are looking to launch  
this on the 1 November 2019. 

Secondly, we provide live tracking of 
equipment. This service offers real-time ULD 
tracking information accurately monitor and 
re-plan shipments that are delayed due to 
irregular operations, such as extreme weather 
events. With this, customers have an end-to-
end tracking of the ULDs from their warehouses 
to every point until their final destination. 
The tracking is made possible via Bluetooth 
technology at participating airports worldwide. 

Thirdly, we have the Cargo iQ system. It is a 
software that displays freight status updates, 
which improves tracking visibility from the 
point of booking to delivery for airlines and 
forwarders. It also enables reporting on end-
to-end performance and provides an in-depth 
analysis of customer requirements, plus access 
to operational gap analysis via Cargo iQ 
data. Ultimately, it improves our customers 
services index and add value to our product 
offering.

Please tell us more about your 
educational and professional 
background and how has this 
benefitted your role as Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) of 
MASkargo?  
I hold a degree in estate management 
from Oxford Polytechnic and a certificate 
in accident investigations from Cranfield 
University. I was appointed the CEO of 
Malaysia Airlines Kargo, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the Malaysia Aviation Group 
(MAG), in September 2018. 

I began my career in Malaysia Airlines in 
1992, moving across various business units 
with over 20 years in cargo operations, 
systems and administration occupations. I 
served as the Senior Vice President of Cargo 
Operations and Senior Vice President of 

Cargo Corporate Services before subsequently 
appointed as General Manager of Corporate 
Safety for Malaysia Airlines from 2015 to 
2016.

Before I became CEO of MASkargo, my last 
position was Vice President of the Gateway 
Services of SATS Limited in Singapore and 
I was posted as Chief Operating Officer of 
PT Jasa Angkasa Semesta (a joint venture 
company of SATS Limited, Singapore), a 
company specialising in airline ground 
handling in Indonesia.

In the next few years, what 
are you looking to achieve for 
MASkargo both domestically and 
internationally?  
To us, it is very simple and focussed: to be a 
profitable, sustainable cargo arm of Malaysia 
Airlines that all Malaysians can be proud of. 

In order to achieve this, I want to further 
develop the cargo, air freight and logistics 
division of MASkargo. Additionally, we have 
a trucking arm of the company operating truck 
flights run by MASkargo Logistics Sdn Bhd 
(a 100% subsidiary of MASkargo), and we 
see great potential in further developing this 
division as well. 

In regard to the international market, it has 
been rather challenging. Nevertheless, I 
always believe that new challenges always 
present new opportunities. We always strive to 
have the mindset to look beyond problems and 
finding opportunities. 

Personally, what are the sort of 
activities do you engage in your 
free time?  
I do enjoy golfing and reading. I find golfing 
as a way for one to challenge oneself, as it is 
one of the most difficult games in the world. 
Meanwhile, I enjoy reading as a way for me 
to stimulate my imagination. 
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FASHION 
& BEAUTY 
NEWS 
All the must-knows 
and must-haves of 
the month

BY SARA YEOH

SNAKE CHARMER 
A totem of Bvlgari’s watch collections since the 1940s, the snake sheds its skin once again into a new watch this year – the Serpenti 
Seduttori. The straps mimic the supple body of the snake, with scales made from gold and steel links, while the head is a rounded 
bezel in polished metal, or set with 38 brilliant-cut diamonds, if you like. The Serpenti Seduttori comes with a crown topped with a 
ruby, rubellite, or blue sapphire cabochon, and is available in rose, yellow or white gold or steel, containing a quartz movement. 
www.bulgari.com 

A NEW LEAF
Jaeger-LeCoultre once more brings 
an iconic model back to life – 
the 101 Feuille, which was first 
created in 1959. Its renowned 
Calibre 101, remains the smallest 
mechanical movement in the world 
since developed in 1929, with 
98 components at a volume of just 
0.2cm³, thickness of 3.4mm and 
weighing barely a gramme. The 
dial of the 101 Feuille is concealed 
under the dome of an elegant lid with 
a leaf-like silhouette (and hence the 
name), and covered with a bed of 
171 diamonds of 10.13 carats.  
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com 
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GIORGIO ARMANI BEAUTY IS HERE
The much coveted red-cased beauty brand has 

finally arrived on our shores – meaning hardcore 
fans will no longer have to ask for the favour 

of friends to bring back Lip Maestros from their 
overseas trips. KLites can now flock to Giorigio 

Armani Beauty’s first boutique on the ground floor 
of Mid Valley, to stock up on its cult products like 

the Luminous Silk Foundation and Neo Nude 
Blush. Shoppers can also experience premium 
services and made-to-measure advice over the 

counter or in a private consultation room by 
Armani face designers. 

Giorgio Armani Beauty G Floor,  
Mid Valley Megamall. 

RETURN OF A MASTER
Christian Lacroix made a 
surprise return to the runway 
at Dries Van Noten’s SS20 
Collection shown at Opéra 
Bastille in Paris. Lacroix and 
Van Noten’s shared designs 
were the result of a five-month-
long collaboration, producing 
a runway of flamboyance 
– feathers, embellishments, 
ribbons, animal prints and 
ruffles. Since the French 
couturier’s exit from fashion 
in 2009, when the Christian 
Lacroix Label shut down, he 
has been designing costumes 
for the opera, ballet and 
theatre, and his return to the 
runway will mark his first in 10 
years. 

FRED PERRY IN CHINATOWN 
The first of its kind here in Malaysia, the Fred Perry REXKL pop-up store will showcase only the high-end collections from 
Fred Perry. For six months, the unique capsule collections including collaborations with Raf Simons, Akane Utsunomiya, 
Nicolas Daley and Made In Japan, will be exclusively available at the REXKL store. 
Fred Perry Pop-up Store REX KL, Chinatown KL. 

CELESTIAL BEINGS
M.A.C collaborates with 
the ultimate K-beauty guru, 
Pony Park for an eponymous 
17-piece makeup collection. 
For those aren’t familiar with 
Pony, she has amassed a large 
following of over 5 million 
subscribers on her YouTube 
channel doing makeup tutorials. 
The limited edition, tarot card-
inspired collection reflects 
Pony’s love of incorporating 
celestial accents in her 
makeup looks. Pony fans can 
look forward to nine shades 
of K-beauty-inspired Matte 
Lip Mousse (RM89) and the 
Eyeshadow x 8: Hocus Pocus 
palette (RM219) to emulate her 
divine looks. 
www.maccosmetics.com.my
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Judging by the wide legged pants, silk scarf prints and palettes of brown on the FW19 
runways, the ‘70s – preferably the American bourgeoisie type – has definitely been 

pronounced chic this season. 

THAT 70s SHOW

BY SARA YEOH

Or stripes. From trench coats to fur vests, animal prints are having a major moment 
in the FW19 runways. Whichever your spirit animal is, wear it on your sleeve. 

SHOW YOUR SPOTS

BY SARA YEOH

RAF SIMONS  
Animalier leopard-print  
belted technical coat 

RM14,841

BURBERRY 
Leopard-print straight-leg  

cotton trousers  
RM3,426GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI 

Zebra-print loafers 
RM3,269

NEIL BARRETT 
Zebra-jacquard plaid twill trousers 

RM2,770

SAINT LAURENT  
Zebra-print short-sleeve silk shirt  

RM2,984

NEIGHBORHOOD 
Camp-collar leopard-print faux fur shirt 

RM1,240

BURBERRY 
Leopard-print mini cross-body  

backpack RM4,893

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN 
Spooky leopard-devoré velvet loafers 

RM3,654

NEIL BARRETT 
Leopard-print faux-fur gilet 

RM2,639

KHAITE  
Darla checked wool blazer  

RM6,117

REMAIN BIRGER CHRISTENSEN  
Halyn pussy-bow silk-satin blouse 

RM1,042

OSCAR DE LA RENTA  
Button-embellished stretch wool-blend  

twill straight-leg pants  
RM5,995

SLVRLAKE
 London high-rise  
straight-leg jeans  

RM1,172

BURBERRY  
Monogram leather loafers  

RM2,009

ROKH 
Printed pussy-bow silk blouse 

RM1,875

KALEOS 
La Motta aviator-style gold-tone sunglasses 

RM833

SOPHIE BUHAI 
 Gold vermeil hoop earrings 

 RM1,126

CHLOÉ 
Tess small color-block  

smooth and lizard-effect  
leather shoulder bag  

RM5,974
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LASH LIFTING 
What is it: Essentially a perm for your lashes, 
a lash lift that will set the perfect curl for your 
natural lashes using a chemical solution. 
The lash stylist will start the lash lifting by 
thoroughly cleansing your lashes and applying 
an eye mask under your eyes. After separating 
your top lashes from the bottom, the stylist will 
adhere your top lashes to a silicone shaper, 
where the lashes will take their shape. Here, 
an eye-safe perming solution will be applied to 
soften the lashes and mold them. The result? A 
natural finish that will make you look like you 
were born with perfectly curled lashes.
Who is it for: Those with long but droopy 
lashes will really benefit from it. 
The aftercare: Lash lifts are also a better option 
for low maintenance  (especially for those who 
rub their eyes!), since you can go about your 
daily routine right after the session. 
How long: 1.5-2 hours per session, and will 
last  up to a month. 
How much: RM250
Where to get it: Leekaja at Shoppes @ Four 
Seasons Kuala Lumpur
G5 -9 Robinsons, Shoppes at Four Seasons 
Place, 145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur.

LASH EXTENSIONS 
What is it: Semi-permanent lashes hand-glued 
by a lash stylist onto your natural lashes. Before 
the session, the lash stylist will help you decide on 
the type of curl, as well as the length of lashes, 
depending on what kind of look you’d like to go 
for. Once the look is set , the stylist will apply the 
semi-permanent lashes piece by piece (instead of 
in a strip like the usual falsies), so it will look more 
natural. The result is an all-out eye-opener. 
Who is it for: Those with short and sparse lashes, 
or fake lashes advocates who love a dramatic 
look on a daily basis. 
The aftercare: Do not get the lashes wet for the 
first 24 hours – meaning no swimming, and avoid 
the lashes while showering or washing the face. 
After that, make sure to avoid oil cleansers, as 
these might weaken the bond that holds the lashes 
together. Makeup-wise, it is not advised to apply 
mascara on top of it. 
How long: 2 hours per session, and will last you 
about 6 to 8 weeks, depending on your lash 
growth cycle. 
How much: From RM136 to RM326
Where to get it: 176 Avenue
No. 176, Jalan Maarof, Bukit Bandaraya, 59100 
Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur.

ESTÉE LAUDER Perfectionist Pro Multi-
Defense Aqua UV Gel SPF 50/PA++++ 

This sunscreen has a combination of 
antioxidants that helps fight visible 
damage from indoor and outdoor 
pollution, including ozone and micro-
dust, and applies with a burst of 
hydration too. RM190. 

ARCONA Wine Oil 

Harnessing the anti-ageing power of 
resveratrol, this grape seed-based oil 
provides anti-inflammatory, moisturising 
support to the skin to repair damage, 
improve elasticity and increase radiance. 
RM248. 

INDIE LEE Active Oil-Free 
Moisturiser

This lightweight moisturiser is 
formulated with antioxidant 

milk thistle, pomegranate and 
resveratrol to fight pollution 

and environmental stressors, 
and includes daisy extracts fora 

brighter complexion. RM252. 

PHILOSOPHY Miracle Worker Miraculous  
Anti-Ageing Moisturiser

Perfect for ageing skin, this hydrating moisturiser 
is packed with Vitamin C, glutathione and 
resveratrol to brighten and rejuvenate skin to a 
smooth and firm condition. RM215.  

BY SARA YEOH

LASH OUT
Swearing on a glass of wine a day may do wonders for your skin – thanks to 
resveratrol, an antioxidant molecule found in the skin of red grapes – but it is 

even better applied. Here is our edit for resveratrol skincare products. 

Lash lifting vs lash extensions – the ultimate dilemma for us who are considering 
a lash makeover. So, we visited salons around town to open your eyes to all the 

facts you need about it. 

A GLASS A DAY 

BY SARA YEOH

BECCA Skin Love Glow  
Essence Serum

This super-potent serum 
enriched with resveratrol 

immediately smoothens and 
drenches the skin with moisture 

while boosting clarity and 
brightness over time. Its optic 

blurring blend of microfine 
pearls capture light for an 

instantly smoother and brighter-
looking complexion. RM190.
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Starhill Gallery Gets a 
Facelift 

The iconic Starhill Gallery in Bukit Bintang 
is undergoing transformation and will be 
fully revealed as The Starhill come 2021. 
Repositioned as the Home of the Tastemakers, 
the mall will infuse hospitality into the retail 
experience – where patrons shop and stay in 
a refined home-like environment. The Starhill 
will feature four floors of experiential retail 
space and three more floors of hotel rooms 
converted from former retail space on the 
upper levels of the mall. The 162 additional 
rooms – managed by JW Marriott Kuala 
Lumpur, will be seamlessly integrated with the 
lower retail space in one vertical seven-floor 
development – a first in Asia that truly breaks 
down the boundary between retail and 
hospitality. In total, the JW Marriott Kuala 
Lumpur and The Ritz-Carlton Kuala Lumpur 
will offer over 1,100 rooms connected to The 
Starhill by 2021.

In its new iteration, The Starhill is centred on 
three pillars of the Home of the Tastemakers 
– The Living Room, The Tastemakers and 
The Social Circle. The Living Room reflects 
the warm welcome of a home that extends 
to a garden greenhouse. The botanical 
interiors and thoughtful touches, including 
a library-cum-reading room environment 
showcasing books, design galleries and 
wellness experiences will be complemented 
with stylish F&B outlets including a row of 
greenhouse-inspired cafés, lounges and 
restaurants in glass conservatories lining the 
Bintang Steps along The Starhill’s revamped 
façade facing Jalan Gading.

Who doesn’t love an adventure? Traverse 
The Seven Worlds of Hennessy X.O at Saint 
Pierre Kuala Lumpur where you can indulge 
in a limited dinner menu inspired by “The 
Seven Worlds”, a short film directed by 
legendary director, Ridley Scott.

The film portrays each tasting note of 
Hennessy X.O in a creative interpretation 
described by Hennessy’s Comité de 
Dégustation as illustrations of the cognac’s 
taste and feel: sweet notes, rising heat, spicy 
edge, flowing flame, chocolate lull, wood 
crunches; culminating in infinite echo.

Chef Lroy Lim of Saint Pierre Kuala Lumpur 
presented a seven-course meal that affirms 
Hennessy’s maxim – each drop of Hennessy 
X.O is an odyssey. You can count that on 
each course, you will be transported into a 
world of endless possibilities, allowing you 
to fully embrace the magnificent complexities 
that highlight the versatility of this exquisite 
cognac. 
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The Fine Line on AIDS 
Awareness

Montblanc raises awareness of the fight 
against HIV/AIDS, and gives people an 
opportunity to make a real impact by 
donating five euros - enough to provide 
more than 25 days of life-saving medication 
- with every purchase of a (MONTBLANC 
M) RED product. The money goes directly 
to the Global Fund to support HIV/
AIDS programmes in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Since 2006, (RED)-supported Global 
Fund grants have impacted more than 
140 million people with lifesaving HIV/
AIDS programmes, including prevention, 
treatment, counselling, HIV testing and care 
services.  

Savour | Home | Design | Wellness | Leisure

The experiential dining experience began 
with a graceful seduction in the form of the 
buri (Japanese amberjack), with its smoky, 
delicate and piquantly umami glory. The 
Japanese amberjack is encircled with dashi-
ponzu gel, garnished with chopped ohba 
and myoga Japanese ginger. The perfect 
starter to appreciate the earthy aroma 
of the Hennesy XO. Sweet notes were 
interpreted in the form of a sizable foie gras 
with a caramalised layer in the next course. 
Further sips of the Hennessy XO invoked 
a rhapsody of the senses with its delightful 
long finish. 

The momentum continued to peak on the 
main course which featured an Irish duck 
that was sous vide before being pan-fried 
to retain its firm and delicate meat while 
keeping the skin crispy. A mixed spice of 
coriander seeds, cumin, black pepper and 
Szechuan peppercorn was sprinkled over 
it for a wonderfully aromatic result, and it 

was served with Belgian endives glazed 
with duck jus heightened by sansho pepper 
oil. The sansho spice aptly matched the 
“heat’’ of the Hennessy XO. The seven-
course dinner was consistently delightful and 
a testament that the partnership between 
Hennesy and Saint Pierre is a match made 
in culinary heaven. 

The Hennessy X.O – The Seven Worlds 
dinner menu is available from now until 
Dec 1, 2019 at RM538++ per person with 
Hennessy X.O at RM58++ per glass or 
RM950++ per bottle (700 ml).

Saint Pierre is located at 121 Jalan 
Ampang, Level 8 W Kuala Lumpur, 50450 
Kuala Lumpur. Call +603 2732 5008 or 
email info@saintpierre.com.my for enquiries 
and reservations. For more information, visit 
www.saintpierre.com.my.

Savour The Seven Worlds
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When it comes to decadence in the culinary world, 
caviar has consistently been on the top of the list. It 
is the hallmark of fine dining and the crown jewel 

of a canape, long before oysters, lobsters and truffle mash. 
Russia, Iran and China are renowned caviar-producing countries 
which are often reliant on their cold climates to breed sturgeons. 
Which is why we were baffled to discover T’Lur Caviar, a 
Malaysian-Taiwan joint venture aquaculture company making 
and marketing its own caviar. 

Sturgeons in the tropics were unheard off even among experts 
who were initially skeptical about the company’s success to 
produce caviar. It had turned out that Malaysia’s tropical 
climate expedites the growth of sturgeons, thus producing 
eggs at a faster rate than its international counterparts. Most 
sturgeons require 15 to 20 years to reach sexual maturity which 
then makes for less production. Now the question is, does the 
quality and taste of the local caviar rival those of international 
standards? 

Well, the answer is simple. If culinary maestros likeof James 
Won of Enfin, Chef Darren Chin of DC and Chef Chai Chun 
of Copper can agree that this caviar is worthy to be in their 
restaurant’s menu, then that is saying enough. You can’t argue 
freshness when buying locally. In fact, caviar from Russia and 
China need more preservatives to extend the shelf life of their 
products to survive the commute. On the other hand, the freshly 
produced caviar by T’lur can last up to two months though it 
is advised to be consumed within two weeks. At the moment, 
T’lur is selling two species of caviar, the Siberian and Amur. We 
sought after the expert opinion of the team behind the brand on 
how they would pair their caviar. 

T’LUR CAVIAR
Black Gold Made in Malaysia

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

Amur Caviar 
Best spirit pairing: Champagne  
(vintage/Brut) 
Condiments: Abalone, oysters, cold fresh 
water prawns

“The creaminess of each of these ingredients 
is further enhanced by the velvety and 
delightful umami flavour of the Amur caviar. 
The beverage then provides the perfect finish 
for the caviar by mingling the aftertaste in 
your mouth before washing it away and 
making you wish to experience the wonderful 
sensation all over again.” 

Shaun Simon, Chief Marketing Officer 

Siberian Caviar 
Best spirit pairing: Beluga Vodka (at -2C)
Condiments: Sashimi, poached egg, vanilla 
ice cream, cold capellini (truffle/ginger oil)

“The full taste of the ocean embodied in the 
caviar is fully brought to life with this pairing. 
The distinct flavour of Siberian caviar gives 
an exquisite flavour while complimenting the 
various dishes. Each mouthful is then relived 
by taking a swig of vodka that cleanses 
your palate to prepare you for that next 
sensational experience.” 

Jesslyn Jacinda, Assistant Marketing Manager 

For purchase or inquires visit wwwt-lur.comImage by Chef Darren Chin of DC Restaurant
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T
he KL Lifestyle Art Space’s (KLAS) 37th art 
auction set a new Malaysian record with 
the highly-anticipated ‘Prelude to Violence’ 
by famed Filipino artist, José Joya.  This 
artwork soared passed its upper estimate 

to be hammered at a whopping RM940,800 (with 
buyers premium), setting a new Malaysian record 
for KLAS. This abstract beauty that transcends 
foreign influences and borders, garnered the 
interest of many even before the auction, resulting 
in a riveting phone bid battle that ended with a 
thundering applause. 

Abdul Latiff Mohidin was a popular name during 
KLAS’s 37th art auction, with two of his stellar 
works entitled, ‘Mindscape Series - Mindscape - 27, 
1983’ and ‘Pago Pago Series - Rumbia (Singapore), 
1968’, eagerly snatched up for RM336,000 and 
RM73,920 respectively. This confirms the appetite 
of collectors to secure works by the brilliant artist. 

The intriguing works were followed by regularly-
featured artist Yusof Ghani’s ‘Siri Tari XVII,1990’, 
sold for RM165,760 from its opening bid of 
RM120,000, portraying the artist’s position in the 
market. The nostalgic work of second-generation 
artist, Tan Choh Tee, ‘Singapore Street Scene’ 
brought back memories, hence its outsanding 
performance, sold to a lucky bidder for RM63,840 
– well over its upper limit of RM50,000.

Another highlight from the event saw the massive and 
alluring work of the late Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal, 
titled ‘Senyuman’ hammered for a respectable 
RM392,000. The event was a celebration of art 
and appreciation for it, so it came as no surprise 
that the serene depiction of ‘Cockatoos, 1983’ by 
iconic artist, Choo Keng Kwang would inspire an 
energetic bidding war, finally sold to a victorious 
bidder for RM40,320. 

Joining the success train wass Awang Damit 
Ahmad’s ‘Payarama Baru, ‘Kabat dan Takiding’, 
2016 which is part of the artist’s Payarama series. 
This exquisitely executed work on canvas caught the 
eyes of enthusiasts, reaching a price of RM49,280. 
Famed for his wonderful and harmonious hues, 
Jolly Koh’s works doesn’t go unmissed. This tranquil 
rendition entitled, ‘Landscape,2011’, fuelled a 
flurry of bids, eventually selling for RM34,720. 
During the eventful evening, KLAS Art Auction 
Sale XXXVII sold a total of RM2.5 million worth of 
artworks. Go to www.kl-lifestyle.com.my for the full 
result. 

KLAS BREAKS MALAYSIAN 
AUCTION RECORD PRICE WITH 

JOSE JOYA
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

JOSÉ JOYA 
Prelude to Violence, 1972 
Oil on board 
120 x 79 cm 
SOLD RM 940,800 

ABDUL LATIFF MOHIDIN 
Mindscape Series - Mindscape - 27, 1983 
Oil on canvas 
89.5 x 90 cm 
SOLD RM 336,000 

SYED AHMAD JAMAL, DATUK 
Senyuman, 2009 
Acrylic on canvas 
122 x 183 cm 
SOLD RM 392,000

YUSOF GHANI 
Siri Tari XVII, 1990 
Oil on canvas 
120 x 176 cm 
SOLD RM 165,760 

MOHD KHAIRUL IZHAM 
Di Ketika dan Waktu, 2015 
Acrylic on canvas 
197 x 152 cm 
SOLD RM 11,200 

CHOO KENG KWANG
Cockatoos, 1983
Oil on board
60 x 89.5 cm
SOLD RM 40,320

ABDUL LATIFF MOHIDIN 
Pago Pago Series - Rumbia 
(Singapore), 1968 
Linocut on paper 
45.5 x 30 cm 
SOLD RM 73,920 

TAN CHOH TEE 
Singapore Street Scene, 1985 
Acrylic on canvas 
53 x 64 cm 
SOLD RM 63,840 

AWANG DAMIT AHMAD 
Payarama Series - Payarama Baru 
“Kabat dan Takiding”, 2016 
Mixed media on canvas 
122 x 122 cm 
SOLD RM 49,280 

ENG TAY 
Lovers II, 1993 
Oil on canvas 
60.5 x 76 cm 
SOLD RM 28,000 

SUNDAY, 24 NOVEMBER 2019   AUCTION VENUE: KLAS @ JALAN UTARA
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Lee Man Fong 
Nude Sketch, Amsterdam, 1948 
Pastel on paper 63 x 48 cm
RM 25,000 - RM 35,000

Lee Man Fong 
Untitled - Amsterdam, Circa 1948 
Oil On masonite board  
87 x 41.5 cm

Lee Man Fong 
Untitled - Amsterdam, Circa 1948
Oil on paper laid on masonite board 
71.5 x 38.5 cm

Lee Man Fong  
Rojak Seller  
Oil on board 103 x 51 cm 
RM 200,000 - RM 350,000Lee Man Fong was a Chinese-Indonesian painter who had his training 

in China and Western Europe, and lived most of his life in Indonesia, 
developing a particular style that amalgamated his teachings with a 
quiet yet passionate vision. His works are highly coveted by many 
for the fusion of Chinese brushwork and Western techniques which 
resulted in a richly sentimental yet elegant paintings. A leading painter 
and curator of his time, the artist pioneered the Nanyang style in the 
20th century in Indonesia.

Lee was born in 1913 in Guangzhuo, China, to a family of ten children. 
After his father’s death, it was up to Lee to help support his family, so 
he began producing images for advertisements. The family moved to 
Singapore but eventually settled in Jakarta in 1930, where Lee secured 
a job at Kolff, a Dutch printing company. His six-year sojourn in the 
Netherlands from 1946-1952 earned him the prestigious Malino 
scholarship to study in the Netherlands for three years based on the 
recommendation of the Dutch Viceroy Hubertus van Mook, for whom 
Lee had produced a portrait for. 

At that point, Lee became the first non-Dutch artist to be invited to 
provide works for an exhibition organised by the Dutch East Indies 
Association.  During this time, he was introduced to the techniques 

LEE MAN FONG
Prolific Chinese-Indonesian Artist

Brilliant works by Lim Man Fong, Ong Kim Seng, and Eddie 
Hara are among the highlights that make up a fantastic and 
extensive art collection, owned by Madam Anne and her 

late husband. 

Avid collector Madam Anne was introduced to the world of art by 
her late husband, whose passion and hobby was collecting art. 
Through him, she became acquainted with artists that he loved, 
who included celebrated artists, Lee Man Fong, Ong Kim Seng 
and Eddie Hara to name a few, and soon discovered artists of her 
own liking. This represented a unique opportunity for exploration, 
adventure, and the pursuit of beauty. 

At the primordial days of collecting, she didn’t pay much thought 
to the value of a painting, rather, its aesthetics and what delighted 
her eyes and soul. However, this changed when her knowledge 
of the art industry progressed and with that, Madam Anne began 
analysing artworks and artists. Over the course of their three-
decade marriage, the couple assembled a remarkable collection of 
artworks and objects. For Ong Kim Seng’s alone, they had amassed 

IMPORTANT SOUTHEAST ASIAN 
MASTERPIECES FROM A DISTINGUISHED 

INDONESIAN PRIVATE COLLECTION
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

more than 300,000 artworks – each sizeable. The introduction to 
the Singaporean artist, instantly gained the collector’s liking for 
Ong’s naturalist-cum-impressionistic style. 

The treasury of Lee Man Fong’s artworks possessed by the couple 
started by acquiring a handful of his paintings. The admiration 
and fascination for Lee Man Fong’s works morphed into a beautiful 
friendship with the artist – one that spanned four decades. The late 
1940’s, during Lee’s sojourn in the Netherlands, led to the apex 
of his artistic career. As the artist’s fame grew, so did his works 
and their value. Upon the artist’s return to Indonesia, he called for 
Madam Anne’s late husband to aid him in transporting some of his 
paintings to his abode in Jakarta. Perpetually taken by all of Lee’s 
paintings, the collector bought a myriad to adorn his home. 

Besides Lee Man Fong, their stay in Indonesia exposed the collectors 
to paintings of other Indonesian artists such as Eddie Hara and Sri 
Hadhy. They became enamoured by Indonesian art for its loud 
expressions and affluence in culture, tradition and history. 

WIth his growing success, Lee consistently and successfully sold his 
works at the Hague and the Salon in Paris. Upon the artist’s return 
to Indonesia in 1952, he touched down with an evolved artistic style 
which integrated Western, Chinese and Indonesian traditions in bold 
yet delicate compositions. In 1961, his long-time friendship with the 
late former President Sukarno (also an admirer and collector of his 
works) earned Lee the position of consultant to the Presidential Palace 
and chief curator of its art collection. The late Presidents’ extensive 
collection of Lee Man Fong’s works inspirited the artist to assemble a 
series of books, cataloguing President Sukarno’s amassed artworks.

Circa 1970’s, Lee’s tarriance to Cairo, Egypt was when the artist 
started dabbling in oil paintings. His time there inspired him to produce 
scenes of the Egyptian landscape and thenceforth, a prolific variety of 
oil paintings.

Lee continued to exhibit within Indonesia and was heralded as a major 
artist of the period. His final solo exhibition at the National Gallery in 
Singapore was a major success, and he donated its proceeds to the 
National Kidney Foundation. Lee died in Jakarta on April 3, 1988 at 
the age of 75.

ROJAK SELLER
Lee Man Fong’s artistic prowess was a confluence of the Oriental, 
Western and Indonesian charm. Through his travels that took him 
around the world to finally settling down in Indonesia, one can 
discern that his experience had a play in the evolution and maturity 
of his artistry. The Rojak Seller, lined up for KL Lifestyle Art Space’s 
Art Auction in November  is evidence of the artist’s refined style as 
well as his penchant for illustrating vignettes of local Indonesian 
life. The painting portrays a quintessential Southeast Asian scene 
where a rojak seller is absorbed in cutting up fruits while a customer 
and his child look on patiently. In the painting, the subject has set 
up shop under a tree, seated on a wooden bench while fruits are 
on display on the wooden table. At her side is an urn of water 
while a dog keeps her company. The artwork is painted vertically, a 
reflection of his Chinese artistic vocabulary.  

This substantial oil on board sees the usage of subtle sepia-toned 
palette of earthy browns, with the fruits, the rojak seller’s attire and 

the artist’s stamp on the far right being the only brilliant points of 
colour in the entire work. The soft, dreamy hues of the painting 
evoke nostalgia as viewers gain an intimate glimpse of what can 
be assumed as the peaceful, self-contained world of the rojak 
vendor. Although oil paints were used, the artist’s light hand in 
applying paint onto the board recalls the airy character of Chinese 
ink. 

Classically recognisable, Lee Man Fong birthed similar works of 
the same ‘Rojak Seller’ series, some, made their way to major 
auction houses such as Sothebys and Christies in Hong Kong. Such 
an evocative piece, highly coveted by many, had recently gone 
on to garner an astounding price of HK$2,750,000 at Sothebys 
during its Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian Art Evening 
Sale on Oct 5, 2019. Two distinguishing elements that remain 
constant throughout these paintings are the hues and the subject 
matter, specifically that of a man carrying his child. 

employed by the Dutch masters, thus expanding his repertoire of artistic 
skills beyond classical Chinese painting. Lee, a Rembrandt aficionado 
loved the works of the legendary artist, especially that of chiaroscuro, 
and sought to incorporate it into his own works. Dutch genre paintings 
which portrayed the simplicity of daily life and amplified the beauty of 
quotidian happenings, also made an impression on the artist.
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Ong Kim Seng came from humble beginnings, growing up in a 
kampung in Tiong Bahru, Singapore and has been a full-time artist 
since 1985. He has participated in both group and solo exhibitions in 
Singapore and around the world including, the United States, China, 
United Kingdom, Japan, Australia, Belgium, Germany, France, the 
Middle East, Taiwan, Hong Kong and ASEAN countries.

This watercolourist studied at Radin Mas Primary School in 1959 and 
later at Pasir Panjang Secondary School. Ong had innate interest in art 
since he was young but his mother had envisioned him having an office 
job, being either a clerk or teacher as it was a ludicrous thought for her 
son to become an artist. Not paying heed to his mother’s dissatisfaction 
with his interest, Ong began experimenting with painting, beginning 
with pastels and oil and moving onto watercolour painting earnestly  
since 1960. It was during this period that he became a regular 
participant in a painting group at the Singapore River led by artist, 
writer and lecturer, Chia Wai Hon.

ONG KIM SENG
Portraying Life Through His Eyes

In 1962, Ong left school to join an advertising agency where he 
worked as a bill collector. He left the agency after four years and 
found his next job as a policeman at the British Naval Base in 
Sembawang. He lost his job in 1971 when the British withdrew 
their troops from Singapore. He subsequently worked as a welder 
at Pulau Bukom, a line technician at an electronics firm, National 
Semiconductor, and then at an audio-visual/graphic technician at 
the Colombo Plan Staff College for Technician Education.

While undertaking many stints in his working life, he had never 
stopped painting. In 1974, lady luck was on Ong’s shoulders when 
he was presented with the opportunity to present his watercolour 
pieces at a group show with fellow artists Wan Soon Kam and 
Tan Jeuy Lee at the Meyer Gallery. When the Colombo Plan Staff 
College relocated to Manila in 1986, Ong made the bold decision 
of becoming a full-time professional artist in spite of having to care 
for an elderly mother, and with a wife and three children in tow.

The enigmatic Eddie Hara was born in 1957, in Salatiga, Central Java, 
Indonesia. Eddie, one of Indonesia’s most prolific artists has single-
handedly contributed to the birth of a new genre through a display of 
distinct visual language, heavily generated by the wildness and innocence 
of raw art. He pursued an education in art at the Indonesian Institute of 
Arts (ISI) Yogyakarta, Indonesia, followed by Akademie voor Beeldende 
Kunst Enschede (AKI) in the Netherlands. 

EDDIE HARA
Playful, Soulful and Colourful Ar tist

Eddie has held numerous solo and group exhibitions in Cuba, France, 
Germany, India, Indonesia, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. His 
paintings are displayed in the Singapore Art Museum, Museum 
der Kulturen, Basel, Switzerland, as well as at private foundations, 
corporate organisations and galleries in Indonesia and worldwide. The 
artist currently resides and works in Switzerland.

Eddie Hara created a name for himself in the art world through the 
irreverence and playfulness exuded by his works. For him, entertainment 
and fun are important aspects of art, as they have the power to lift 
the viewer from his daily preoccupations. The artist’s paintings are 
representations of his unique personality – humorous, childish, trendy 
and original.

INFLUENCES
Eddie Hara is often described as a retired punk in love with under-
sea creatures. His paintings blend children’s mischievous fantasies and 
the wildness of urban street life. His muses are derived from children’s 
drawings, underground, comics, robotic toys and bold colourful designs 
on skate gear, to modern graphics, primitive and folk art, rock and 
punk printed posters, TV news, sci-fi movies, graffiti, street art, and 
Mediterranean blue sky – all intrinsically rich and varied. 

The artist’s vivid imagination during his teenage years, fuelled by 
Javanese wayang kulit characters and the Western cartoon icons 
like Mickey Mouse, Alice in Wonderland or Batman bore fruition to 
a fantastical wonderland in his image. Eddie strays away from the 
‘cultural chauvinism’ of Indonesian art and instead, embodies the style 
of Dada, Fluxus and Art Brut while still portraying his individual style of 
punk heavy metal and street art. These naive and enigmatic artworks 
were displayed in the bedroom of collector, Anne Chen’s son. 

AMBIGUOUS CREATURES
When discerning Eddie Hara’s works, there are several characters that 
remain persistent, such as the jellyfish, squid, rabbit, hat-wearing shoe 
or boot, and the human skull – often flying or somersaulting. While at 
first glance, these creatures or objects seem fun and merry, but they 
deliberately depict the ambiguity of human nature, social norms and 
values – an inner battle of angels and demons. 

Eddie Hara
Java, 1995  
Acrylic on canvas 71 x 90 cm
RM 7,000 - RM 10,000

ACCOLADES
This talented artist has garnered many accolades, including being 
the first and only Singaporean to have won six awards from the 
prestigious 138-year-old American Watercolor Society (AWS), of 
which he was conferred membership in 1992. He is also the only 
Asian artist outside the US to be admitted into AWS. Ong’s collectors 
include Queen Elizabeth II of England, Prime Minister of the People’s 
Republic of China,  Secretary-General of the United Nations, President 
of the Republic of Korea, Prime Minister of of Thailand, President of 
the Philippines; the Prime Minister of Japan, the Prime Minister of 
India; the Governer of Hokkaido, Singapore Arts Museum; Singapore, 
Maritime Museum, Agung Rai Museum and Neka Museum in Bali, 
Indonesia, and Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, foreign 
missions and embassies. 

ONG’S ARTISTIC STYLE
Ong Kim Seng’s style is described as being naturalist cum 
impressionistic and a combination of post-impressionist colour and 
outlook of the American realist masters. He paints en plein air and 
has stated that in order for him to paint a place, he has to feel it first. 
“I believe that inspiration comes naturally when there’s a link between 
the artist and his subject,” said Ong.

The subjects of his works revolve around inanimate objects, 
architectural forms, masonry, foliage and landscapes. He seems 
to have a way in materialising exactly what he sees on canvas, 
capturing the complexities and minute details of the buildings 
and the realistic play of light and shadow. Ong’s exemplary use 
of watercolour and the balance between subject and space truly 
make his work a gem. 

For a masterpiece to come alive, there has to be a special 
connection between the artist and the subject. In this breathtaking 
painting of street scenes, Ong Kim Seng captures the depth, the 
contours, the shadows and the beauty that is the architectural 
scenery. It is stunning, and although simple in its execution, it 
shows the meticulous and methodical use of fine brush strokes 
and skills. Ong said, “I have to feel a place before I paint it. If I 
have good feelings for a scene - just as I may have good feelings 
for someone I meet - I know I’ll have the will to paint it well. For 
me, and for all painters, I believe, inspiration comes naturally 
when there’s a link between the artist and his subject.” 

Ong Kim Seng 
Heart of Kathmandu, 1994
Oil on canvas 127 x 180 cm 
RM 90,000 - RM 150,000

Merging concepts with finesse of execution, Ong presented an exquisite rendition entitled the Heart of Kathmandu, 1994. Possessing an 
ethereal quality, the painting is flawless in flow and appropriation of light. The artist boasts his masterful strokes and immaculate detailing. 
As an en plein air painter, Ong brilliantly grasped his subjects, stayed true to its nature and portrayed it for his viewers. Intrigue builds as 
you step closer to examine the painting, revealing the simple beauty offered by the heart of Kathmandu, almost as if one is standing right 
there. An earthy, muted palate becomes the painting, used to capture the derelict buildings and the quotidian routine of the Nepalese. 
Between years 1994 and 2009, Ong Kim Seng had produced four rare works on canvases for Anne Chen – the earliest works produced 
by the artist. The rest of the canvases were sold at Sothebys Hong Kong in recent years.

“This painting was a 
record of my stay in 
Kathmandu city before 
I went for a long trek in 
the Annapurna Region 
of Nepal.”  
- Ong Kim Seng
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What was it like moving from one city to 
another? 
My first international working experience 
was in Singapore where I lived and 
worked there for a year. After that I moved 
to Kuala Lumpur. The transition was 
smooth, thanks to the kind-hearted people I 
met along the way.

What was your first impression of 
Malaysia? 
I was amazed by all different cultures 
which Korea does not have. 

What did you find most challenging when 
adjusting here?
The local WiFi network was not as 
strong as Korea’s. So, it was a bit of an 
adjustment since I was used to using high-
speed internet. 

Obviously, K-beauty is a big deal where 
you are from. How has the response been 
here in Malaysia? 
Since K-pop and TV dramas are very 
popular, I’ve noticed a lot of Malaysians 
often wanting to have similar hairstyles. 
The difference between the beauty scene 
in Korea and Malaysia is that Koreans 
would often change their hairstyles based 
on the season (Korea has four seasons) and 
Malaysia only has rain and sunshine, so 
the demand is a little different. 

What do you enjoy most about working at 
Leekaja? 
Leekaja beauty salon is very big and the 
open concept makes me feel free to focus 
on my work and explore my creativity. 
And working in a space surrounded 

You would not need to worry about a bad hair day if you have Jo on speed dial. Her 
experienced hands have touched the crowning glory of various well-known Korean celebrities. 
When it comes to colours, there are very few who can do it as masterfully and with Leekaja’s 

high-quality hair care product line, you can experiment without the worry of messing your mane. 
But what was her experience like from leaving one city behind for another? Read on to find out. 

Bringing the soul of Seoul to Kuala Lumpur 

JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL SPEAKS TO 

Jo, Director at Leekaja Beauty Salon

by greenery is uplifting and keeps me 
energised.

What would you like to accomplish while 
living in Malaysia?
I would like to be be known as Jo the 
hairstylist. A name that would invoke a 
sense of admiration and awe by the mere 
mention. 

What are your favourite local dishes?
I enjoy noodles such as Pan Mee and Mee 
Hoon. Local seafood is also a favourite of 
mine. 

If you’ve travelled domestically, tell us 
about your favourite trip.
My most recent trip was to Langkawi and it 
was paradise. Sometimes it was too sunny. 
One of the most unique things I observed 
was how lively the island became after 
4pm. 

What do you do for fun in KL?
Usually, I would go to a rooftop lounge to 
savour the view. The city’s skyline has a 
relaxing effect on me. 

Where are your usual dining hotspots?
When I dine out, I tend to lean towards 
Korean food. Most of the time you can 
find me in Mont Kiara or Solaris if I am not 
already cooking at home. 

Do you have plans to permanently reside in 
Malaysia? Why?
Yes, I enjoy Malaysia’s peaceful and chilled 
nature. In Korea, it is very competitive and 
you will have to be able to survive a fast-
paced environment. 

EXPATRIATE LIVING
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1. LE SIRENUSE 
Positano, Italy

Positano is perhaps the most picturesque island along the Amalfi 
coast in South Italy. And perched atop this vertiginous, pastel-
hued building-lined cliff is Le Sirenuse, a hotel symbolic of the 
island itself. The 18th century palazzo – private home converted 
into a 5-star hotel – is where one gets the most spectacular views 
of the azure sea and the colourful hills. And whether you choose 
to lounge in the rooms adorned with colourful terracotta tiles 
from Vietri and antique furniture, or dine in its Michelin-starred 
restaurant where lush creepers climb the white walls, Le Sirenuse 
is the best spot to bask in the rustic, romantic charms of the Italian 
seaside town. 

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. 
Here are some that are currently on top of our wander list. 

BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS

3. GRAVETYE MANOR
West Sussex, United Kingdom

This manor is a grand gesture of love from Richard Infield, the son 
of a local Sussex family, to his wife Katharine Compton – as one 
can see from the initials “R” and “K” carved into the stone over the 
main entrance. At one point owned by William Robinson – the famed 
Irish landscape gardener – the allure of the estate lies in its verdant 
gardens, where guests can explore guided by one of their talented 
gardeners. Within the Elizabethan manor, guests rest in rooms and 
suites furnished with beautifully-restored antiques and paintings, and 
dine in its Michelin-starred restaurant with uninterrupted views of the 
glorious gardens from the floor-to-ceiling glass walls – not bad for a 
bucolic retreat. 

4. L’HÔTEL MARRAKECH
Marrakech, Morocco

Located right in the heart of the ‘red city’s’ Medina, L’Hôtel 
Marrakech is a historic 19th century riad that was originally the 
central part of a Caidal palace, where its five – and only – romantic 
suites surround a wide, orange-blossom and jasmine-perfumed 
courtyard garden and swimming pool. Now privately owned by 
Jasper Conran, the British designer adds his personal touches to this 
exotic riad with pieces of antique furniture, textiles, lighting and art 
from his collection. After a day’s foray into the souk’s myriad stalls 
and nightly melee – a short stroll away – guests can unwind at its 
roof terrace, sipping on drinks, while watching the sun go down 
over the snowcapped mountains. 

2. AHN LUH ZHUJIAJIAO 
Shanghai, China 

Ancient China grandiosity meets modern world luxury at this hotel 
set in the 1,700-year-old water town, an hour’s drive away from 
Shanghai. A 600-year-old Ming Dynasty courthouse is transformed 
into the hotel’s lobby, worthy of Zhang Yimou’s “Raise the Red Lantern” 
movie set. Guests will stay in impressive pavilions, where each comes 
with a private garden, and several with outdoor heated pools. Ahn 
Luh’s facilities steeped in Chinese cultural heritage allow one to 
purchase items from its traditional Chinese medicine service desk, or 
take Tai Chi lessons from its resident Tai Chi master. If you have time 
to spare in town, take a leisurely gondola ride through the canals that 
pass through the iconic stone bridges of Zhujiajiao. 

1

2

3

4
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attention, featuring a walk-in rain shower, 
private toilet and bathroom amenities. 

FOOD
When it comes to meals, the sense of 
abundance continues. Juggling between 
three restaurants during our stay, hunger 
was unheard of. Breakfast was a buffet 
extraordinaire at the famed Makan 
Kitchen – where aromatic Nasi Lemak, 
eggs every way, breads, fruit and pastries 
piled high. Tosca Trattoria Italiana is, 
as its moniker suggests, the purveyor of 
Italian delights that overlooks a sweeping 
view of Melaka. Axis Lounge boasts a 
relaxing environment, where lingering 
over a digestif is positively encouraged. 
Homebodies will appreciate the in-room 
dining, where comfort is of importance 
and dining experience uncompromised. 

FACILITIES
Bask in the brilliance of a sunrise or 
sunset or simply get a swim in the outdoor 
infinity pool on level 13 that overlooks the 
Melaka township. You can follow this by 
working up a sweat at the fitness centre 
to kick start the day or make use of the 
sauna and steam rooms. Parents looking 
to indulge in some retail therapy or 
sight-seeing can leave their worries (and 
children) behind at Doubletree by Hilton 
kid’s club – an entertainment hub for the 
little ones. 

Doubletree by Hilton Hotel Melaka,  
Hatten City, Jalan Melaka Raya 23,  
Melaka, 75000, Malaysia
Tel: +606-2223333

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Luxury Amid History

DOUBLETREE BY HILTON HOTEL MELAKA

Batten down the hatchets and 
settle in for an indulgent stay 
at Doubletree by Hilton Hotel 

Melaka. Towering over Hatten city, this 
premier hotel sits merely kilometres away 
from the flurry of activities in Jonker 
Street. Moreover, its location within the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site offers 
guests an experience of a town that 
dates back 500 years. From the subtly 
perfumed air at the lobby that envelops 
guests on arrival to the extravagant 
floral displays and warm, generous staff, 
Doubletree by Hilton Hotel Melaka is a 
feast for the senses. It offers 273 rooms, 
including 27 suites and a luxurious 
Presidential Suite.

ROOMS
The hotel channels the relaxed energy 
of this historic town without sacrificing 
on elegant design. Stylish guest rooms 
come with capaciousness and a laidback 
atmosphere. Walking into the rooms 
immediately triggers the motion sensor 
which sees everything come to life and 
that’s when you notice the beautiful 
fittings that make up the room. The 
focal point of the room, naturally, is 
the marshmallow-like king-sized Sweet 
Dreams® bed, comprising layers of 
plush and luxurious linens. Generous-
sized rooms are bathed in warm 
monochromes that emanate a sense 
of cosiness. Punctuating the rest of the 
room is a lounge chair for lazy days, a 
48-inch LED TV for some binge-watching 
and a work desk for business travellers. 
The bounteous bathroom calls for some 

Refresh in the elegant 
bathroom with a 
bathtub, rain-shower 
and exclusive bathroom 
amenities.

Workout in Doubletree 
by Hilton Hotel 
Melaka’s sprawling 
Fitness Centre with a 
view

Treat yourself to this 
large, stylish guest 
room with one King-
sized bed.
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A Celebration of Wayyyy More 
Apples with Apple Fox Cider

Marini’s on 57 Celebrated Seven Magnificent Years

Pink Hope Afternoon Tea

Leekaja Launched Pink Campaign in Collaboration  
with Breast Cancer Welfare Association

On a balmy afternoon in early October, 
Hilton Kuala Lumpur uplifted the day with 
the launch of the Pink Hope Afternoon 
Tea, a CSR initiative in collaboration with 
The Estée Lauder Companies Malaysia. 
The all-pink three-tier afternoon tea was 
specially created for this campaign, where 
both the sweet and savoury pastries were 
infused with berries and beetroot, rich in 
antioxidants and known for their cancer-
fighting benefits. 

The choice of ingredients is a reflection of 
Hilton’s Mindful Eating pillar, drawing from 
the changing dietary trends to offer an F&B 
experience that supports a healthier lifestyle 
and helps sustain engagement during 
meetings and events.

The Seoul beauty brand bared its soul 
with the launch of the Pink Campaign 
on Oct 15, 2019 in an effort to not 
only create awareness of the topic but 
also to directly contribute to the cause. 
All the sales proceeds for the day were 

The cider brand that prides itself with wayyyy 
more apples, Apple Fox Cider, celebrated 
its key ingredient - apples - by giving 
Malaysians the chance to experience wayyy 
more apples through a series of exciting 
activities. In the month-long celebration of the 
apple season, the brand introduced its Fox 
Mobile which travelled nationwide to spread 
the Apple Fox experience.

Marini’s on 57 celebrated its seventh 
anniversary on Oct 7, 2019 with a neon-
themed party attended by the city’s elite, 
cosmopolitans and Marini’s faithful clientele. 
The event saw guests being entertained with 
performances by saxophonist Aabid Aafiat 
(popularly known as Papi Saxy) and neon-
lit dancers, dancing to music spun by guest 
deejay, DJ Gracie. 

This year, Marini unveiled seven new cocktails 
in conjunction with its anniversary. The 
cocktails are 57 Shades of 57, Magnificent 
7, Rye Meets Honey, Red Sunshine, Ms 
Marini’s, Magnify and Twisted Jungle Bird. 
With a magnificent view of Malaysia’s iconic 
Twin Towers, scrumptious Italian cuisine, craft 
cocktails and spectacular entertainment, it 
was apparent that everyone who attended 
had a great time. The revelry continued late 
into the night and time seemed to have gone 
by almost too quickly – but there is always 
next year to look forward to. 

donated to the Breast Cancer Welfare 
Association. Furthermore, the K-beauty 
brand also invited cancer survivors to get 
a complimentary haircut. Breast Cancer 
Welfare Association Malaysia president, 
Ranjit Kaur spoke to us after getting a fresh 

new haircut on how personal grooming is 
a form of therapy that can benefit a cancer 
patient. Customers and the public were 
welcomed to leave supportive messages on 
the board at Leekaja’s entrance until Oct 31.
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KUBIS & KALE 
Lot 2 & 4, Ground Floor, Jalan PJS 

11/5, Bandar Sunway, 46150  
Petaling Jaya.

COFFEE HOUSE
Level 9, Sunway Putra Hotel 

Jalan Putra, Chow Kit, 
50350 Kuala Lumpur. 

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, Wolo Hotel,  
Corner of Jalan Bukit Bintang and 
Jalan Sultan Ismail, Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama,  
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388 

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas, 
 Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030

4, Jln Delima,kl

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Tel: 03-2786 9333

10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-6211 7877

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Centre 03-2148 8744

03-2782 3875

KL’s Best Bar

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest 
urban hub where life and creativity are 
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to 
indulge your retail desires, cater to your 
entertainment needs and satisfy your 
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort. 
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting 
experiences and a trend setting venue 
where shoppers can relax and treat 
yourself to a good time. With over 60 
exciting dining options including Fresca 
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum, 
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi 
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle, 
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there 
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s 
heaven.  • 10am to 10pm

IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 & 
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower 
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502 
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor. 
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall, 
located within IOI Resort City, is the 
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It 
is easily accessible via major highways 
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq. 
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy 
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes 
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local 
and international dining experiences.  • 
10am to 10pm

MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen 
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur, 
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us 
easily by bypass or take a ride on the 
MRT to the Cochrane underground 
MRT station. The blend of fashion 
forward retail, amazing amenities, 
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN 
the premier shopping destination in the 
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than 
just shopping… It’s an experience for 
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara 
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid 
façade and natural setting, The Starling 
is a space where nature is immersed 
into urban retail environment to create 
a unique space for togetherness in 
harmony with nature. 

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton 
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel  
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining

FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G, 
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail  
50250 Kuala Lumpur  • Pork-free 
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese 
Cuisine

Yun House 
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place, 
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit 
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan 
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang 
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Dim Sim  • Casual Dining

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850  • Starhill Gallery 181, 
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur  •  Dim Sum  • Tea House
•  Casual Dining

Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000  •  65, Jalan Ampang, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur  •  Intercontinental 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur  •  Oriental Cuisine
•  Casual Dining

Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to 
be the leading destination in KL South 
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo 
futuristic façade and contemporary 
interior. Built with connectivity in mind, 
the mall is easily accessible through 
major roads and highways and is 
well-serviced by public transportation 
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm

The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a 
preferred destination for when you want 
to take a break from your busy life and 
reconnect with nature. It is a place full 
of such possibilities. Room for nature. 
Room for coming together. Room for 
celebration. Space to grow. Space to 
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm

Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an 
elegant showcase spanning over six 
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique 
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in 
seamless accessibility with your every 
convenience within comfort’s reach. 
Take your time to explore the collection 
of carefully curated brands uniquely 
housed amidst wide spaces, marble 
halls, and comfortable lounge areas. 
Strategically located in the Golden 
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall 
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic 
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan 
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining 
• Pork-free

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East 
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan 
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000 
Kuala Lumpur. •  Casual Dining
• Halal

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln 
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free  • Casual Dining

Open House
03-2162 0888  • G48 Suria KLCC, 
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur  
• Malaysian  • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian 
Restaurant
010-288 2654  • 19, Lorong Kurau, 
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar 
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal  • Casual Dining

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819  • Level 41 at Alila 
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng, 
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free  •  Fine Dining

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan 
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000 
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL 
• Pork-free  •  Casual Dining

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330  • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur  • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara, 
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur  • Casual Dining
• Pork-free
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Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888  .  Four Seasons Place, 
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chi-
nese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining) 
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four 
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888  .No. 121, Jalan 
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese 
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining) 
.Woobar (Bar)

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang

03-2382 8888

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

Makana Restaurant

03-20201708

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300  .  Jalan 1 Taman 
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084  .  Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC  .  Fine Dining

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022  .  9, Jalan Delima,  
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur .  Casual Dining

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783  .  124A, Jalan Kasah, 
Medan Damansara .  Casual Dining

Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592  .  102 (First Floor), 
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Da-
mansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor .  Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663  .  The Gardens,  
Mid Valley City .  Casual Dining

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111  .  Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral .  From RM850

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688  .  6, Jalan Damanlela, 
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur 
.  From RM330-RM820  . www.sofitel-
kualalumpur-damansara.com

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000  .  Jalan Bulan Off  
Jalan Bukit Bintang  
.  www.capitol.com.my

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388  .  Ilham Tower, 8, Jln 
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur .  Trace Restaurant & Bar .  
From RM343 . www.marriott.com 

The Westin Kuala Lumpur
+603-2731 8333  .  199, Jalan Bukit 
Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur  
www.westin.com . Prego (Italian 
Restaurant) . Five Sen5es (Chinese 
Restaurant) . The Living Room (All Day 
Dining) . Splash (Pool Side Restaurant 
& Bar) . 443 Bar & Coffee Lounge

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor 
. www.sunwayhotels.com 
. The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran 
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala 
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my 
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen 
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur 
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese 
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining) 
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar) 
. Iketeru (Japanese)

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888  . 7 Jalan Kia Peng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery 
(Modern Malaysian) .  Santai Pool and 
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge 

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888  . Jalan Utara C, 
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor 
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petaling-
jaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (Interna-
tional) .  Miyabi (Japanese) .  Sala 
(Bar) .  Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

EQ 
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lum-
pur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
.  The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge, 
Cherootz

Tao (chi)

03-2782 6000

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

www.ihg.com
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KL Lifestyle 
31 Jalan Utara, 

46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 
Malaysia

Tel: +603 7932 0668
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Craft Complex 
03- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2274 6542

03-2089 3400

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-2094 1222

03-9200 0039

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,  
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000 
Tel: 03-2718 1118

District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

CONTACT:

TO
ADVERTISE

IN
THIS

SPACE

BARATHAN AMUTHAN

P H O T O G RA P H E R

+60 12-244 6797
 IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

9am-6pm   F4

          Entry Mykad Holder 
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General 
Admission -  RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-6200 1000

03-7967 3936

03-7957 4341

03-2092 7070

03-6187 8786

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

Flight Training
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TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
2A Putra World Trade Centre, Level 2, 45, Jalan Tun Ismail, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-4041 1295
4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: 03-2164 3929
2E Stesen Sentral Kuala Lumpur, Lot 21, Level 2, Arrival Hall, Kuala Lumpur City Terminal,

Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-2274 3135

i

PLACES OF INTEREST
1C ASEAN Sculpture Garden
4D Bintang Walk
1D Bird Park
3C Bukit Nanas
2D Butter�y Park
2D Central Market
3D Chinatown
2D Dataran Merdeka
2D Dayabumi Complex
1D Deer Park
1C Experimental Theatre

1D Hibiscus Garden
2E Istana Negara (National Palace)
5C Kompleks Budaya Kraf
2C Masjid Jamek
3D Maybank Numismatic Museum
3C Menara Kuala Lumpur
3A National Art Gallery
5C National Heritage Trust
2D National History Museum
4A National Library
1C National Monument
2D National Mosque

1E National Museum
1E National Planetarium
3A National Theatre
1D Orchid Garden
1D Panggung Anniversari
2C Selangor Club
3E Stadium Merdeka
3D Stadium Negara
2D Sultan Abdul Samad Building
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial
2C Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra 

Memorial

MUSEUMS
5B ArtCase Galleries
5B ArtFolio Galleries
2C Bank Negara Money Museum
3A Biomedical Museum

5B Galleriwan 
2D Islamic Arts Museum Malaysia 
2D Islamic Exhibition Centre
 5C MISC Museum

1D Royal Malaysian Police Museum 
3C Telekom Museum
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial

BUS, TAXI, RAILWAY 

2D General Post O�ce
2E KL Sentral (main transport terminal)

2E Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
4C Malaysia Airlines

2A Pekeliling Bus Station
3D Puduraya Bus & Taxi Station

2A Putra Bus Stand
2D STAR LRT Station

PUTRA LRT Station

HOSPITALS
3D Chinese Maternity Hospital

3A Kuala Lumpur Hospital
3A National Heart Institute

2D Tanglin Dispensary
3D Tung Shin Hospital

EMBASSIES
4B Australia
5B Britain
5B Finland

5B France
5D Indonesia
5C Japan
5D Kuwait
3C Mexico

4C New Zealand
3B Pakistan
5C Philippines
5C Singapore
5B United States of America

HOTELS
4D Agora Hotel
4D Alpha Genesis Hotel
4D Berjaya Times Square Hotel
4D Bintang Warisan Hotel
3A Brisdale Hotel
1D Carcosa Seri Negara
4D Cardogan
5B Centra Hotel & Apartments

3C Chamtan
3D China Town Inn
3A City Villa Kuala Lumpur
4C Concorde Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
4D Corona Inn Kuala Lumpur
5B Corus Hotel Kuala Lumpur

5B Crown Princess Kuala Lumpur
5D Dorsett Regency

Kuala Lumpur
2A Dynasty Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4D Emerald

4D Federal Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2A First Business Inn

4D Fortuna Hotel
3D Furama Hotel

3C Garden City

2A Grand Central Hotel

2B Grand Continental Hotel

2A Grand Pacific Hotel 
4D Parkroyal Hotel
3A Grand Seasons Hotel 
4C Hotel Equatorial
         Kuala Lumpur
4B    Hotel Maya 
3D Hotel Grand Olympic

Kuala Lumpur
4C Hotel Istana
3E Hotel Malaya
5E Hotel Maluri
3E Hotel Midah
5B InterContinental 
         Kuala Lumpur 
4D Hotel Nova
2A Hotel Putra
4D JW Marriott Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
4C Lodge Paradise Hotel
2C K Hotel
1E Kuala Lumpur Hilton
3A Kuala Lumpur International Hotel 
1E Le Meridien
3E Mandarin Court Kuala Lumpur 
4B Mandarin Oriental

Kuala Lumpur
3D Mandarin Paci�c Hotel
4D Melia Kuala Lumpur
5B Micasa Hotel
3E Mirama Hotel
4D Orkid Hotel

2C Palace Hotel
3B Paradise B&B
2B Prescott Inn
3D Puduraya Hotel
2B Quality Hotel City Centre
3C Renaissance Kuala Lumpur

4D Royale Chulan
4C Shangri-La Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
3B Sheraton Imperial

Kuala Lumpur

5B Sucasa Service Apartments
3D Swiss-Garden Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
3D Swiss-Inn Kuala Lumpur
4D The Coronade Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
2A Sunway Putra Hotel
2A The Seri Pacific Hotel 

Kuala Lumpur
2B The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4D The Regency Kuala Lumpur 
5D The Ritz-Carlton
2A Vistana Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5E Wenworth Hotel
4D Westin Hotel
2A Wira Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2E Wisma YMCA
3D YWCA
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Seremban & South
To Petaling Jaya

Ipoh & North

To National Zoo

Royale Chulan

Grand Seasons Hotel

Mandarin Oriental 
Kuala Lumpur

Wira Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

First Business Inn

City Villa Kuala Lumpur

Hotel Istana

Brisdale Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
International Hotel

Sheraton
Imperial
Kuala Lumpur

Puduraya Hotel

Hotel Grand
Olympic Kuala
Lumpur

YWCA

Mirama Hotel
Hotel Malaya

Hotel Midah

InterContinental
Kuala Lumpur

Micasa Hotel
Apartments

Sucasa Service
Apartments

Corus Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Crown
Princess 

The Regency
Kuala Lumpur

Fortuna
HotelAgora

Hotel Allson
Genesis

Cardogan
Bintang
Warisan

Hotel
Equatorial

Kuala
Lumpur

Shangri-La Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Lodge Paradise
Hotel

Malaysia
Parkroyal

The Coronade Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

JW Marriott Hotel
Kuala LumpurWestin

Hotel

The
Ritz-Carlton

Dorsett Regency Kuala Lumpur

Federal Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Emerald

Melia
Kuala Lumpur

Berjaya Times
Square Hotel

Vistana Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Wenworth
Hotel

Hotel
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Hotel

Concorde Hotel Kuala Lumpur
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Hotel Maya
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Wisma YMCA

Grand Central
Hotel

The Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Sunway Putra
Hotel
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Kuala Lumpur

The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
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Quality Hotel
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Road / Jalan ............  J.
Lane / Lorong ..........  L.
River / Sungai ..........  Sg.
Village / Kampung ...  Kg.
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KUALA LUMPUR

ENTERTAINMENT/SHOPPING
5B Ampang Park Complex
5B AmpWalk
4D Berjaya Times Square
3A Big A Supermarket
4D Bukit Bintang Plaza
2C Campbell Shopping Complex
5B City Square
2C Coliseum Restaurant

4D Imbi Plaza
4D Fahrenheit88
3D Kota Raya
4D Lot 10
3D Mydin Emporium
4C Pavilion KL
2B Pertama Complex

5E Pudu Plaza
2A Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC) 
2C Sogo
5E Star Cinema
4D Star Hill
4D Sun Complex
4D Sungei Wang Plaza
4B Suria KLCC
2A Sunway Putra Mall
4C The Weld

Pavilion KL

Intermark

5B Intermark Mall



 

Getting around in Kuala  
Lumpur is easy. The transit 
systems are efficient, taxis 
are plenty and buses are 
cheap. The public transpor-
tation usage peak hours 
are from 7am to 9am and 
4.30pm to 6.30pm during 
the working days.

        By Transit systems
The KL monorail and LRT coaches 
are air-conditioned and comfortable 
and run from 6am to midnight. The 
systems are connected to each other 
at several points and the network cov-
ers most parts of the city. Fares range 
from RM0.90 to RM2.80 per single 
journey.

        By Taxis
Taxis are easily available at hotels 
or at taxi stands. Fares start at RM3 
for the first kilometre and RM0.25 for 
every 115 metres thereon. There is a 
50% surcharge on the metered fare 
from midnight to 6am and a baggage 
charge of RM2 per piece stored in the 
boot. There is also an additional RM1 
for 3rd passenger (maximum 4 in a 
car). For an extra charge of RM2, you 
can book a taxi by phone.

        By Ecovans
Ecovans can accommodate up to 5 
passengers. They serve mainly guests 
at major hotels and follow the fare 
structure of taxis but charge RM4 
instead of RM2 for the first kilometre.

        By Buses
Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur 
with fares beginning from RM1. 
Some hotels also offer free bus shuttle 
services to major shopping malls in 
the city. 

        KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus 
Service 
Links you to 40 attractions around 
the city with 22 designated stops. 
8.30am to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38 
with discounts for locals, senior 
citizens, students and children.  
03-2691 1382

GETTING TO THE AIRPORT

        KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes 
about 28 minutes from KL Sentral and 
another 3 minutes to KLIA2. The fare 
is RM55 per person per way. There is 
also check-in facility at KL Sentral for 
some airlines.

        Taxi: The fare from the city 
centre to 
the airport is RM90 – RM120 per 
taxi.

        Eco Transit: Eco Transit can 
accommodate up to 5 adults and has 
a fixed fare of RM130/ trip.

        Limousine: Can be arranged 
with the hotel concierge and fare 
range from RM100 – RM200.

COACHES TO KLIA AND/OR LCCT

• Airport Coach - +603-6203 3067
• Sky Bus - +6016-217 6950
• Aerobus - +603-3344 8828
• The Star Shuttle - +603-4043 8811

TRANSPORTATION

        Air Travel
• Kuala Lumpur International Airport
   +603 8776 2000
• Klia2
   +603 8778 5500
• Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Airport 
   +603-7845 3245

        Domestic Airlines
• MAS +603-2161 0555
• MAS Reservation Number
  +603-8890 3702
• AirAsia +603-2171 9333

• FireFly +603-7845 4543
• Malindo Air +603-7841 5388

        Rail
• KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
• KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
• KTM 03-2267 1200
• Rapid KL 03-7885 2585
• KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

        Car Rental
• Galaxy Asia 012-368 0117
• AVIS +603-5885 2300
• ORIX Auto +603-9284 7799
• Eazy Peezy +6011-1166 6545
• WS Rent-A-Car 03-4256 6999

        Taxis
• Sunlight Cab +603-9200 1166
• Public Cab +603-6259 2929
• MyTeksi +601-300-80-5858

• Saujana Teksi +6011-1929 0976
• Grab Malaysia +601-300-80-5858

Emergency Services
• KL Tourist Police (24 hours) 
   03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance 
   999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices
• Ministry Of Tourism Malaysia
   +60 3-2161 5161
• Pusat Pelancongan Malaysia (MATIC)
   +60 3-9235 4827
• Tourism Malaysia +603-8891 8000
• Melaka +60 6-288 1549
• Putrajaya Tourism Malaysia State Office
   +60 3-2615 8188

Klang Valley Rail Transit Map



03 2276 7000
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